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ABSTRACT

The purposes of this study were to compare the effectiveness of

marathons and spaced groups in producing personal changes in their

members immediately after the group and on a two month followup, to

examine differences in arousal level, as measured by skin conductance,

between marathon members and twice-weekly group members, and finally

to investigate the relationship between the amount of changes members

undergo on different personality measures and their overall average

arousal in the encounter groups. Proponents of the marathon argue

that the conditions of the marathon produce high levels of arousal

which is more conducive to personal change than lower levels of

arousal found in spaced groups. Empirical investigations of marathons

and spaced groups have shown that both time formats can be effective

in producing change in their members, however, studies specifically

comparing the relative effectiveness of massed and spaced groups have

shown inconclusive results, primarily because of methodological

problems. Further, it has not been shown that the marathons in fact

produce higher levels of arousal than spaced groups, or that arousal

is an important variable in encounter group learning. Findings in

other areas of learning suggest that moderate levels of arousal

produce the most learning. Findings in other areas of learning also

suggest that learning acquired under conditions of spaced practice is

retained longer than learning acquired under conditions of massed

practice. This would suggest that changes for members of marathon
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groups would not be maintained for a length of time after the groups

were over. In this study 41 student volunteers at the University of

Hawaii were randomly assigned to five groups: two twice-weekly

groups, which met eight times twice-weekly for three hours each time,

two marathons, which met continuously for 24 hours, or a non-treatment

control. There were two pairs of experienced leaders, each pair

leading one twice-weekly and one marathon group. During the groups

the group members' skin conductances were recorded and expressed as

a percentage of their previously estimated maximum and minimum skin

conductance ranges. The dependent measures, consisting of the

Personal Orientation Inventory, Rotter's Locus of Control, and

Shapiro's Adjective Check List, were administered at the same time

before the groups, immediately after the groups, and two months after

the groups were over. Contrary to expectation, it was found that

members of the marathons had significantly lower overall skin

conductances than members of the twice-weekly groups. Breaking each

group's total time into eight three hour blocks, trend analyses of

skin conductances found that for the marathons arousal levels dropped

during the middle of the groups rather than increasing as had been

predicted. Also, during the last six hours, a critical time for

transference of learning to the outside world, the members of the

twice-weekly groups were significantly more aroused than members of

the marathons. However; linear and curvilinear regression analyses

found no significant relationship between gain scores on the dependent

measures and the overall average arousal levels. There were no

significant differences between the treatment groups and the control
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group on the post-test or the followup. Gain score analyses indicate

treatment group members gained significantly more on the Feeling

Reactivity subscale between pre-test and post-test th~~ the control.

Within group comparisons show significant pre/post changes on 14

scales for the treatment group, and all IS dependent measures had

significant changes between pre-test and followup. The control group

also had four significant pre/followup changes. It is argued that

factors independently influencing the control group were primarily the

causes of these changes. On the post-test the twice-weekly groups

were significantly better than the marathons on Existentiality,

Nature of Man Constructive, and Locus of Control. Within group

changes show the twice-weekly groups had 14 pre/post and 14 pre/

followup significant positive changes. The marathons had six pre/post

significant within group changes and 11 pre/followup significant

positive within group changes. This suggests the possibility of a

"hibernation effect" for marathon members, and it is speculated that

transference of learning to the "back horne" setting takes longer for

marathon members.
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

Purpose

The purpose of this study was to compare the relative effective

ness of marathon encounter groups, in which the groups met continuously

for the total length of time of the groups, and more traditional

spaced encounter groups, in which the groups met periodically for

shorter periods of time, to see which time format was more effective

in producing positive personal change in its members. In addition

this study compared which format, the marathon or the spaced group

produced the higher level of arousal in its members, as measured by

members' average skin conductances. Further, the relationship

between the level of arousal of group members and their amount of

positive personal change was examined.

Review of the Literature

Background. The term "encounter group" covers a wide range of

types and purposes of groups. Leiberman, Yalom, and Miles (1973)

studied ten different encounter group approaches, just a sampling of

the many available possibilities. Their study included the following

approaches: T-Group, Gestalt, Psychodrama, Psychoanalytic, Trans

actional Analysis, Esalen Eclectic, Rogerian Marathon, Eclectic

Marathon, Synanon, Personal Growth, and Tape-Led groups. Clearly many

different kinds of groups are considered encounter groups, yet they do

have common features. Leiberman, Yalom, and Miles (1973) point to

these similarities.
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They attempt to provide an intensive, high contact
group experience; they are usually small enough
(six to twenty members) to permit considerable
face-to-face interaction; they focus on the here
and-now (the behavior of the members as it unfolds
in the group); they encourage openness, honesty,
interpersonal confrontation, self-disclosure, and
strong emotional expression. The participant is
usually not labeled a 'patient' and the experience
is not ordinarily labeled 'therapy', though the
groups strive to increase self and social awareness
and to change behavior. The specific goals of the
groups may vary from reducing juvenile delinquency
to reducing weight. Occasionally they seek only
to entertain, to 'turn-on', to give experience in
joy, but generally the overall goals involve some
type of personal change--change of behavior, of
attitudes, of values, of life-style (p. 4).

The marathon group is a popular, new development in encounter

groups, and there are a number of proponents of the marathon that see

this form of psychological treatment as the most powerful tool

currently available for counselors and psychotherapists. For instance,

George Bach (1967) has said that the marathon is "the most direct, the

most efficient, and the most economical antidote to alienation,

meaninglessness, and fragmentation, and other hazards of mental health

in our time (p. 995)."

Originally, when encounter groups were in their initial stages of

development, questions of when to hold a group and for what length of

time were considered to be matters of convenience for the people

involved. The distribution of time for the group was not considered

to be related to the processes occuring within the group itself or

related to the short and long term effects of the group on group

members.

In 1964 George Bach (1966) was looking for a solution to what he

viewed as serious shortcomings of traditional group therapy. He had
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noted that meetings lasting one, two, or three hours and held once a

day or once a week were too short and generated too little pressure

to have impact on the "resistant learner." Some group members were

always able to maintain their roles and defenses through a group

session. Bach (1966) discovered that a year earlier Roger Wickland

and Frederick Stoller had started to do all day therapy sessions with

psychiatric patients, and that this form of therapy was supposedly

successful in producing positive changes in patients that had previous

ly been unchanged in traditional group therapy. Stoller and Bach

then began running marathon group retreats. Since then, marathon

groups have expanded beyond therapy groups for "patients" to encompass

a wide range of encounter groups for "normals."

Currently the wide range of differences in theoretical orienta

tions, leadership styles, group goals, and member characteristics,

which can be found in spaced groups, are just as apparent in

marathons. The term marathon group could include such diverse

orientations as; group therapy for psychiatric patients, assertive

ness training for shy high school students, a human relations training

workshop for businessmen eager to improve company productivity, or a

Gestalt workshop for "normals." They would have in common that they

would meet continuously for a given length of time with the purpose of

changing the participants of the group in some way.

Marathon Advocates' Point of View

Stoller (1968) and Bach (1966, 1967) have been the two most vocal

proponents of the marathon encounter group, although others have also

testified as to the marathon's power and effectiveness. (Lesser, 1971,
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Mintz 1967, 1969, 1971). Mintz (1971), for instance, claims that the

continuous involvement of the marathon encounter group leads to "a

sense of timelessness which makes the present moment very real and

intense (p. 1)." It is this intensity which is the "conunon denomina

tor of marathon groups (p. 1)."

Bach (1966) and Stoller (1968) have presented a number of reasons

why they think the marathon should be more effective than the spaced

encounter group in producing change in its members. Both argue not

only for a continuous group, but also for a set of principles that

they see as distinctly part of the marathon encounter group. Stoller

(1968) says that central to the marathon is: 1) an ahistorical focus,

2) avoidance of the mental illness model, 3) emphasis on the

responsibility of the individual for his own fate, and 4) concentra

tion upon the future and upon the potential of people rather than

upon their difficulties. This orientation of course is not unique to

the marathon. These principles could as easily be applied to spaced

groups, and in fact are currently part of many encounter groups,

regardless of when they meet and for how long.

Bach's (1966) and Stoller's (1968) arguments in support of the

marathon must be sorted out to separate those which apply to time

distribution from those which apply to their philosophical orientation.

They cite the following arguments, which apply specifically to the

effects of time distribution, in support for their conclusion that

marathons are more effective than spaced groups:

1. Tension continues to increase as the marathon progresses,

rather than dropping off every few hours as occurs in the spaced group
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at the end of each session. Consequently, levels of tension are

reached in the marathon that are rarely found in spaced groups. This

condition pressures even the resistant learner to change.

2. Fatigue sets in over time, making it hard to maintain roles

and defenses. The strain of maintaining a particular role eventually

leads to a member dropping his mask.

3. The marathon is a single special event and therefore stands

out in the memories of participants. The marathon is an easy source

of reference.

4. Events have time to reach their natural completion. In the

spaced group events are interrupted every few hours.

Spaced Group Advocates' Point of View

To date there has not been much response to issues raised by

marathon advocates on the part of the proponents of the spaced group,

except to point our that so far there has been a lack of substantiating

evidence for either side (Spotnitz, 1968 and Parloff, 1968). However,

many group leaders continue to use the spaced encounter group as their

preferred group meeting format, a major justification being that

transference of learning from the encounter group to the outside world

(a central problem in encounter groups according to Campbell and

Dunnette (1968)) may well be easier when a group member can try out a

new behavior in the interim between spaced sessions. If the newly

learned behavior proves to be unsatisfactory, the encounter group is

there to work out other alternatives.
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Empirical Findings on Effectiveness of Marathons and Spaced Groups

In recent years encounter groups have been the focus of much

experimental investigation, and researchers have attempted to

determine which variables in groups are central to a group's effective

ness. Although many claims by group experimenters must be viewed with

caution, a wide range of empirical investigations so far has shown

that encounter groups are capable of producing change.

Campbell and Dunnette (1968) conclude after a careful review of

group literature that the "evidence, though limited, is reasonably

convincing that (participation in encounter groups) does induce

behavioral changes in the 'back home' setting (p. 98)." Shapiro

(1970, 1971), Shapiro and Ross (1970, 1971), Shapiro and Diamond

(1972), and Diamond and Shapiro (1972) in a series of studies on

encounter groups have reported consistently positive change for

members. Leiberman, Ya1om, and Miles (1973), in their comparison of

ten of the most widely used approaches to encounter, found that

75 percent of the group participants reported that participation in a

group had resulted in positive changes in themselves.

Spaced Group Effectiveness

There is a large amount of research showing that spaced groups

can be effective in changing people. Some of the most commonly cited

studies are mentioned here.

In a study by Miles (1965) in which high school principals met

daily for two weeks in a human relations training laboratory,

independent observers and member self-report both indicated that

members underwent more personal change on a number of dimensions than
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a matched control, and these changes persisted over time. Group

members had increased sensitivity to others, more equalitarian

attitudes, and improved skills of communication and leadership.

Burke and Bennis (1961) studied changes in members participating in

the National Training Laboratory in the summer of 1958. Members met

in encounter groups two hours daily for three weeks. Toward the end

of the training the discrepancy decreased between how they saw them

selves and how they would ideally like to be. Gibb (1952) found

increased role flexibility in members of a roleplaying group that met

five hours a week for 16 weeks.

Zimet and Fine (1955) report significant positive changes in

attitudes toward self, other adults, and children, and significant

increases in democratic orientation for school administrators

participating in an encounter group which met for 16 weekly sessions

of five hours each. Peters (1966) found that members of an encounter

group that met daily for two weeks had significantly improved self

concepts, while a control group did not change. Bunker (1961) found

a significant positive change in self concept for members of encounter

groups that met two hours, twice a week for 16 weeks.

Following group counseling one hour a week for 12 weeks for

eighth grade Black males in a study by Wittmer and Ferinden (1971),

teachers independently voted group participants as having a

significantly more positive attitude toward school, themselves, and

authority, while a control group did not change. Koziey, Loken, and

Field (1971) found feelings of alienation to decrease significantly

for members of encounter groups run two hours a day for 15 days, and

these changes were maintained on a six month fo1lowup.
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Shapiro (1971) investigated three different approaches to

encounter group training for teachers and education majors. There

was a confrontation sensitivity group in which conflict was resolved

by encouraging group members to express their feelings to each other,

a roleplaying group, in which conflict was resolved by roleplaying

alternative approaches, and a cognitive-discussion group, in which

conflict was resolved by discussing relevant issues. Each group met

three hours a day for five days. All groups showed positive changes

compared to a control group, but members of the confrontation

sensitivity group showed the most positive change. They became more

sensitive to their own and others' needs, more accepting of aggression

and intimacy, had better self-percepts, became more like their ideal

selves, developed better abilities in interpersonal interaction, and

were better liked by themselves and nominated observers.

Leiberman, Yalom, and Miles (1973) studied groups that had a wide

range of time distributions. Of nine groups that did not have more

than 20 percent of the total group time in the largest single session,

five groups had a composite positive yield score based on a number of

different measures, indicating positive change for group members. They

found that while spaced groups are quite capable of producing negative

change in members, they are also capable of producing positive change.

Much research in recent years has been geared toward determining what

are the conditions that make a group most effective.

Marathon Effectiveness

Some studies of marathons have shown them to be effective, while

others have failed to demonstrate positive change in marathon group
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members. Many studies have design and statistical problems which in

some cases may account for the apparent lack of change. There is

evidence that some marathons produce positive personal change.

A large portion of the articles on marathons rely on anecdotal

evidence to support their claims of effectiveness. Kruschke and

Stoller (1967), Lessor (1971), Mintz (1967, 1969), and Stoller (1968)

claim positive changes occur in their marathons, but their supporting

evidence consists primarily of personal observation and testimony of

members. Others have conducted rudimentary research by administering

self-report questionnaires at the termination of their groups, and

then reporting a percentage of positive responses. Foulds, Wright,

and Guinan (1970), Bach (1968), Bindrim (1968), and Gendzel (1970)

claim high percentages of members in their studies reporting positive

change as a function of their marathon group experience.

Other studies have used more objective measures of change,

although many still have serious methodological problems. For example,

Marks, Conry, and Foster (1973) do a detailed critique of a study by

Guinan and Foulds (1970) of a 24 hour Gestalt marathon. Inappropriate

subject selecti0n and assignment to groups and experimenter bias

(experimenter was group leader and scorer of dependent measures), are

two problems they cite. A problem not discussed in the critique, yet

clearly important, is that the experimenters fail to use statistics

that would lead to the most solid conclusions. The control group and

marathon members were significantly different from each other on six

scales of the Personal Orientation Inventory (POI) on the pre-test,

thus indicating that they were not initially comparable. The
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experimenters deal with this by making pre/post within group

comparisons; they compare the post-test for the treatment group with

the pre-test for the treatment group and find significant differences,

and they compare the post-test of the control group with the pre-test

of the control group and find no significant differences. From this

they conclude that the marathon produced significant positive change.

This is not as conclusive as doing a between group comparison (in

this case initial differences require doing an analysis of covariance

with the pre-test as a covariable) on the post-test. Using this

statistic and finding significant differences, it could be concluded

that members of the marathon differ significantly from members of the

control group as a consequence of their group treatment. This is a

more solid conclusion, but one which the experimenters cannot make

because they never carried out the appropriate statistical technique.

Guinan and Foulds's (1970) findings are inconclusive. Many group

studies have similar methodological problems.

Foulds, Guinan, and Warhime (1974) found that members of a

24 hour marathon experiential/gestal t growth group showed between

group differences with a matched control group on a perceived locus

of control measure on the post-test. The treatment group also had

significant pre/post change.

Foulds, Guinan, and Hannigan (1970) found all 12 scales of the

POI had significant pre/post changes for the members of a 24 hour

Gestalt marathon. Pre/post gain scores for the treatment group were

significantly greater than gain scores for the control group on ten

POI scales. Two more studies, Foulds, Girona, and Guinan (1970) and
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and a replication (Foulds and Guinan, 1970), both found significant

within group changes for members of 24 hour marathons on two subscales

of the Affect Scale, which measures attitudes toward self and others

by means of semantic differentials. Members had more positive

attitudes toward themselves and others after the marathon experience.

Other experimenters have also found members of marathons to

change significantly in positive ways. For instance, Link (1971)

found a significant pre/post reduction in discrepancy between actual

and ideal self concept for members of a 16 hour marathon. Maxwell

(1973) in a study using videotape feedback, found pre/post changes in

members of two 24 hour marathons. Members changed on self ratings and

ratings by others as measured by the Velderrnan Adjective Self

Description.

Other studies of marathons have looked at the extent to which

positive changes found immediately after a marathon group experience

maintain themselves for different lengths of time after the group is

over. Greenberg (1972) found positive pre/post changes on the

Tennessee Self Concept Scale for members of a 44 hour marathon

immediately after the group. The marathon used a mixture of Trans

actional Analysis, Psychodrama, and Gestalt techniques. Two weeks

later a followup indicated that most changes on self concept and

psychopathology variables remained stable.

A1person, Alperson, and Levine (1971) found positive change on

ten of 12 POI scales immediately after a 24 hour marathon with high

school students. The group was conducted using a modified version of

Bach's (1966) ground rules. A followup nine weeks later found six of
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of 12 POI scales remained significantly different from the pre-

measures.

Kimball and Ge1so (1974) have conducted a well controlled

examination of the short and long term effects of participation in a

marathon "growth" group. Two marathons were run for a total of 20

hours each on two consecutive days. Using analysis of covariance,

they found significant differences bewtween members of the marathons

and a control group on the post-test on the Inner-Directedness,

Spontaneity, Self-Regard, Self-Acceptance, and Synergy subscales of

the POI. One month later the Spontaneity and Synergy subsca1es

remained significant and three additional scales were significant:

Self-Actualizing Value, Nature of Man, and Acceptance of Aggression.

Studies of marathons by Young and Jacobson (1970), Lewis (1968),

Crowther and Pantheo (1971), Gordon (1972), and Messmore (1972) fail

to find significant differences. These results can be explained in

terms of a lack of statistical power as the typical methodological

problem.

Experimental investigations of marathons support the conclusion

that some marathons are effective tools for changing people, and that

some of these changes are maintained over time.

Comparisons of Marathons and Spaced Groups

Studies specifically comparing marathons and spaced groups are

few and replete with methodological problems. In some cases these

problems are so major, that results are meaningless, while other

studies have less serious problems. Most experiments have only

measured group outcome without measuring differences in group process.
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Some other studies have looked just at these process differences

without looking at differences in outcome. Unfortunately very few

studies have integrated process and outcome measures. This was a

goal of the present experiment.

Some studies comparing the marathon and spaced encounter groups

have found indications of differences between the two formats. For

instance, Simmons (1971) used audiotapes to lead one group for ten

successive hours, another for two hours daily for five days spread

over two weeks, and another one day a week for five weeks for two

hours each day. The shortness of the total time makes it atypical of

many encounter groups. He found that all groups had significant

positive gains on the Tennessee Self Concept Scale immediately after

the groups. A five week followup showed that the weekly meeting

group members had maintained their gains, while the other groups did

not.

Lathey (1972), making within group comparisons, found more

significant POI changes for two groups that met one-and-a-half hours

weekly for ten weeks than were found for two fifteen hour marathon

groups. A followup test two months later showed that the members of

the weekly meeting groups were significantly less dogmatic as shown

by the Rokeach Dogmatism Scale than they had been on the pre-measures.

Loomis (1973), in another study using within group comparisons,

found that two fifteen hour marathons had significant pre/post change

on one scale of the POI and two scales of a self-concept measure, the

Shapiro (1967) Adjective Checklist. Members of two weekly meeting

groups that met five times for three hours each time had pre/post
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change on one POI scale and one self-concept scale. On the followup

two months later the marathons had only one self-concept scale that

was significantly different from the pre-measures, while the weekly

meeting groups had four significant pre/followup changes, including

a closer family constellation as measured by the Interpersonal

Distance Measure, two scales of the POI, and one scale of the

Adjective Checklist.

In the Leiberman, Yalom, and Miles (1973) study a wide variety

of time distributions were used by the 17 different groups. The

investigators correlated the percentage of time in the longest single

session of the groups with a group yield rank made up of a composite

of a wide variety of dependent measures taken immediately after the

group experience. They found a correlation of .57, p<.OS such that

there was a moderate positive correlation between the percentage of

time in the longest single session and positive changes in group

members. This study was not a controlled investigation of massed

versus spaced time use in groups, however. Differences in leaders

and differences in theoretical orientations of the groups were both

confounding variables.

Dies and Hess (1970, 1971) have done two process studies of

therapy groups in which they compared marathons and spaced groups on

the dimension of cohesiveness as determined by a process analysis of

audiotapes of the groups. Segments of the audiotapes were process

analyzed by means of a standardized rating system. In both of these

studies the marathons ran for 12 continuous hours, while the spaced

groups met one hour per day for 12 days. They found that the
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marathons showed significantly greater cohesiveness. Truax (1961)

and Yalom and Rand (1966) have found that cohesiveness is a critical

dimension in therapeutic change--more cohesiveness leads to greater

therapeutic effectiveness. This suggests that the marathon could be

more therapeutically effective, but in these studies outcome was not

measured, and there were no long-term comparisons.

The rest of the studies comparing spaced and massed groups have

serious methodological problems. Mitchell (1969) compared three

different time formats, but differing lengths of total group time is

a confounding variable, making the results difficult to interpret.

Fanning (1972) found no significant differences between an audiotape

led ten hour session when compared to another group that met for five

two hour sessions held once a week. Lack of differences could be

attributed to the short treatment time. A comparison of two

different time distributions for nine hour tape-led groups failed to

find significant differences between groups in a study by Schwartz

(1971). Again treatment time was probably too short. Owens (1972)

used intact (no random assignment) weekly meeting and marathon

encounter groups, which were run for an undisclosed length of time.

Analysis of covariance failed to find significant differences between

the two group formats. Washington (1970) was the experimenter and

group leader for his study of groups for Black high school students,

thus the experimenter's bias was a confounding variable, but he found

no significant differences between time distribution formats (two

groups met once a week for 13 weeks for one hour each week, and two

groups met for five hours for two consecutive days, followed by three
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weekly one hour meetings). Unger (1972) conducted a study in which

the groups not only had different distributions of time, but also

different amounts of total time, so that if significant differences

had been found, no conclusions could have been drawn. However, non

parametric statistics were used and no significant differences between

time formats were found.

To summarize, studies specifically comparing marathons and spaced

groups have shown equivocal results. Many studies lack statistical

power, due to such problems as small numbers of subjects, short

treatment time, and insensitive measures. Other studies have serious

methodological problems, the most common being confounding variables,

experimenter bias, and inappropriate use of statistics. The better

outcome studies suggest that the spaced groups may have more long

lasting resuits than the marathons, while the Leiberman, Yalom, and

Miles (1973) study may indicate that immediately after the group

experience, members of massed groups show more positive change. Past

findings do not give solid support to either time format being more

effective than the other.

One of the purposes of this study was to carry out a carefully

controlled investigation of the relative effectiveness of two time

distribution formats, the massed and spaced encounter group, in

changing group members in positive directions. The pitfalls of most

of the previously cited research were avoided. For instance, both

twice-weekly groups and marathons met for the same total amount of

time. Kimball and Gelso (1974) note that for most group studies

significant differences are detected only when the groups meet for
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longer than ten or 12 hours. In this study the total amount of group

time for all groups was 24 hours. Further, the experimenter and the

group leaders were different, so there was no experimenter bias, and

a disguised leader questionnaire was given to the group leaders to

determine that none of them had biases against either time distribu

tion. Each pair of leaders led one twice weekly group and one

marathon so that leader differences were controlled. Subjects were

randomly assigned to treatment and control groups and were uninformed

of the hypotheses being tested. Total N for this experiment was 41;

larger than for most group studies, and between group statistics and

groups-by-trials interaction statistics were llsed rather than relying

only on within group comparisons. Specific details of the methodology

are presented in the Methods section of this study.

Arousal: A Critical Variable in Encounter Group Learning?

Duffy (1962) defined arousal or activation as, "Variations in the

excitation of the individual as a whole, as indicated roughly by any

one of a number of physiological measures (e.g. skin resistance,

muscle tension, EEG, cardiovascular measures, and others) (p. 3.)".

Schacter (1966) argues convincingly that, "An emotional state may be

considered a function of a state of physiological arousal and of a

cognition appropriate to this state of arousal ... lt is the cognition

which determines whether the state of physiological arousal will be

labeled 'anger', 'joy', or whatever (p. 194-195)".

Some of the investigators and theorists concerned with the

relationship between arousal of group members and encounter group

learning address themselves to the relationship between a particular
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cognitive descriptor of arousal, for instance "anxiety," and learning.

Schacter (1966) would argue that these descriptors do not differ

physiologically from a general state of arousal.

Studies of arousal in encounter groups have used behavioral

correlates of arousal as their measure of arousal. The current study

used skin conductance, a physiological measure of arousal, as

suggested by Duffy (1962).

The arousal level of group members in spaced groups and marathons

plays a central role in arguments about which time format is more

effective. Stoller (1968), Bach (1966), and Mintz (1971) claim that

the marathon produces extr.emely high levels of arousal in its group

members, and this condition produces the most learning in the encoun

ter group. They are arguing that arousal is a critical variable in

affective learning and that the marathon produces a more optimal

arousal level than a spaced group.

Campbell and Dunnette (1968) argue that anxiety or tension must

be generated in a group for group members to undergo new learning.

Anxiety occurs because a member's usual ways of interacting are

thwarted and his defenses are directly commented upon. The task of

the encounter group is to teach more appropriate methods of anxiety

reduction. They claim that, "Anxiety serves the purpose of shaking

up or jarring loose the participant from his preconceived notions and

habitual forms of interacting so that feedback may have its maximum

effect (p. 76)".

Others agree that the relationship between arousal level and

learning in the encounter group is important. However, there is wide
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disagreement on what is the optimal level of arousal for group

members. Stoller (1968), Bach 1966), and Mintz (1971) argue that

very high levels of arousal are most conducive to change.

Rogers (1970) suggests that lower arousal levels are more

conducive to learning in the encounter group. He points to the need

to create a climate of trust and safety in the encounter group so

that members can feel safe enough to take the risk of trying out new

behavior. Rogers (1970) describes his role as group leader:

I wish very much to make the climate psychologically
safe for the individual. I want him to feel from
the first that if he risks saying something highly
personal, or absurd, or hostile, or cynical, there
will be at least one person in the circle who respects
him enough to hear him clearly and listen to that
statement as an authentic expression of himself (p. 47).

If group members are in a high anxiety-producing situation (a state

of high arousal), it is unlikely that they will be willing to take

risks that lead to learning. If the conditions of the marathon

produce new heights of tension and emotionality as Stoller (1968)

claims, it is possible that some group members may be too anxious

or too aroused to learn.

Others argue that moderate levels of arousal produce the most

change in members of encounter groups. Whitman (1964) suggests there

is an "optimal anxiety" in the encounter group, "Too much anxiety is

disintegrating to the organism. Too little anxiety makes a person

unwilling to abandon his usual approach. The concept of optimal

anxiety implies discomfort between these extremes; some anxiety or

discomfort is needed for change (p. 313)." Luft (1970) also claims

there is an optimal range of tension, somewhere between low tension

and high tension, in which high interpersonal learning occurs.
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Empirical investigations of the relationship between arousal

level and the amount of member change in groups are limited, and the

importance of the arousal variable in encounter group learning has

not been clearly established.

Leiberman, Yalom, and Miles (1973) measured involvement

intensity of each group session in their study of 17 different groups.

Independent observers rated the involvement intensity of each session

by means of a semantic differential (involved/uninvolved, closet

distant, and strong/weak) at the end of each group session. It was

found that the involvement intensity score for the later sessions of

the groups was moderately positively correlated (r=.S6, p<.OS) with

a yield rank for the group (a composite score of a wide number of

indices of change immediately after the group). Thus groups

characterized by higher degrees of intensity were more likely to have

produced positive change in their members.

In a study indirectly related to group tension, Reddy (1972)

assigned subjects to one of four groups on the basis of pre-measured

compatibility. Two groups were designed for a high degree of

compatibility and two groups were designed for a high degree of

incompatibility. Members of incompatible groups made greater pre/post

gains than those who were compatible. Reddy suggests that resolution

of conflicts leads to growth, and he speculates that anxiety is

heightened when feedback disconfirms one's self-image. A possible

interpretation of this data is that conflict in the incompatible
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groups raised members' anxiety to the optimal range of arousal for

learning.

The relationship between the level of arousal and amount of

learning for members of encounter groups has not been clearly

established. There are arguments supporting low, moderate, and high

levels of arousal as being the most facilitative for learning in the

encounter group. Experimental investigations suggest that some amount

of arousal may facilitate learning, but their findings are

inconclusive.

Arousal in Other Areas of Learning

The relationship between arousal and learning has been more

carefully investigated in other areas of learning, and provides a

basis for predicting a relationship in encounter group learning.

Findings suggest a curvilinear relationship between arousal and

learning, such that extremely low and extremely high levels of

arousal are associated with small amounts of learning, while moderate

levels of arousal are associated with large amounts of learning.

Duffy (1962) has reviewed the literature in this area.

In a study by Matarazzo, Ulett, and Saslow (1955), individuals

in the middle range of anxiety were significantly superior to those

at either end of the scale in learning a human stylus maze. Yerkes

and Dodson (1908) found fewer errors in learning when an electric

shock was of medium intensity, rather than weaker or stronger. Rats

deprived of food for 12 hours were more easily conditioned than rats

deprived of food for one, 24, and 48 hours in a study by Finan and

Taylor (1940). Middle ranges of hunger produced the fastest
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problem-solving in chimpanzees compared to a lesser or greater degree

of hunger (Birch, 1945). A very low dosage of adrenaline had a

beneficial effect on maze learning by rats in a study by Akimov (1936),

while a massive dose of adrenaline in a study by Kosman and Gerard

(1955) caused rats to have a decrease in the frequency of conditioned

avoidance responses. P. Obrist (1959) found a curvilinear re1ation-

ship between the level of skin resistance and serial learning.

W. Obrist (1950) found that the galvanic skin response rate and the

rate of learning nonsense syllables were positively correlated.

Hebb (1966) theorizes that there is a curvilinear (inverted

U-shaped) relationship between the arousal function and the cue

function or effectiveness of response. He claims that emotion or

arousal is motivating until conflicting activities in the cortex

begin to interfere with each other. Consequently the dominance of

one activity with one set of organized responses is prevented. The

relationship between arousal level and the effectiveness of the

optimal performance

cue
function

sleep

low arousal

increasing
alertness

wakes up

\emotiona1 disturbance
\
\

\
\

\

disorganization

high arousal

Figure 1. Theoretical Relationship Between Arousal and
Effectiveness of Response
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response varies with the kind of behavior. It also varies from one

person to the next. Figure 1 shows Hebb's theory of the relationship

between arousal level and the effectiveness of response.

On the basis of findings in other areas of learning, it would be

predicted that group members experiencing moderate levels of arousal

in their group would have the largest gains in affective learning,

while group members experiencing primarily extremely high or low

levels of arousal would have smaller gains in affective learning.

One of the purposes of the present study was to investigate the

relationship between level of arousal and the amount of positive

change for encounter group members.

Time Distribution and Level of Arousal

If arousal level of group members is an important variable in

determining how much change the members undergo, then differences in

arousal caused by differences in time distribution of the encounter

groups should produce differences in the amount of member change.

Proponents of the marathon argue that this time format produces

higher arousal than spaced groups, and this higher arousal is facili

tative for member change.

Bach (1966) claims that in his experience the marathon encounter

group creates a "pressure cooker" effect, and others have noted

apparent high levels of tension in their marathons (Mintz, 1971;

Lessor, 1971; Stoller, 1968). Smith (1969) in his review of the

literature on small groups in confinement over an extended period of

time notes that boredom, increased interpersonal friction, feelings of

lowered achievement, reduced efficiency of performance and thought,
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irritability, increased psychosomatic symptoms, and a reduction in

communication are typical changes that members undergo. Increased

tension would seem to be a typical condition across a wide variety of

situations in which people are confined together for an extended

period of time.

Two studies have attempted to empirically investigate differences

in arousal level of members of massed and spaced groups. Myerhoff,

Jacobs, and Stoller (1970) investigated differences in emotionality

as measured by the Jacobs Adjective Checklist (JACL) between two

psychoLnerapy groups for hospitalized psychiatric patients. The first

group met six hours a day for three days, and the second group met two

hours three times a week for three weeks. The group members filled

out the JACL every two hours. Members of the massed group had a

higher average number of negative emotional responses than the spaced

group, but this difference was not significant between groups. The

JACL may not be a valid measure of intensity of emotionality, because

the S's score is the total number of emotional adjectives checked. An

S experiencing intense anger would have a high level of emotionality

or arousal, but might only check those adjectives related to anger,

and therefore have a low emotionality score. A more valid measure of

arousal level is needed to compare massed and spaced groups.

In their study of 17 encounter groups Leiberman, Yalom, and

Miles (1973) measured the variable involvement intensity in the later

group meetings by means of independent observers who rated the overall

level of group involvement for each session with a semantic

differential. This rating was then correlated with time distribution
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of the groups as measured by the percentage of total group time spent

in the longest single session. They found a moderate positive

relationship between massed groups and group arousal level (r=.5l,

p<.05). However, leader differences, differences in theoretical

orientations of the groups, and differing total lengths of time are

confounding variables. Again the measure of arousal level is of

questionable validity, since the independent observers gave only one

subjective opinion of overall group involvement intensity at the end

of each session. Individual measurements were not taken.

On the basis of the theoretical arguments in support of the

contention that marathons produce higher levels of arousal than spaced

groups, and on the basis of the few limited findings in the area, it

was predicted that the members of the marathons in this study would

have significantly higher average arousal levels than members of the

twice weekly groups.

While the above cited studies have used measures of arousal which

are of questionable validity, the present study measured the skin

conductance of the group members. Skin conductance is a physiological

measure of arousal which Malmo (1958) calls the best indice of

activation or arousal now available.

Skin Conductance

There are two common methods of measuring electrodermal activity:

(1) measurement of skin resistance, in which a constant electrical

current is passed through the skin, producing a voltage drop across

the skin which is amplified and recorded, and (2) measurement of skin
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conductance, in which voltage across electrodes remains constant and

the amount of current changes as skin conductance changes.

Early electrodermal research was done using skin resistance

measurements, but the recent trend has been to use skin conductance

instead. The primary argument in favor of measurement of skin

conductance is presented by Lykken and Venables (1971) who cite

studies by Darrow (1934, 1964), Thomas and Korr (1957), and Lader

(1970) showing that skin conductance is linearly related to the rate

of secretion of perspiration from the fingertips, while skin resist-

ance is not.

In this study electrodermal activity was measured originally in

resistance units, because this was a limitation of the only available

equipment. Since conductance is the reciprocal of resistance, such

that
1

conductance = --r-e-s""'"i-s-:"t-a-n-c-e---

the resistance readings were then converted to conductance units.

Duffy (1962 in her review of skin resistance (or skin conductance)

literature claims that, "Both the general level of skin resistance of

the individual and the change in resistance known as the galvanic skin

response appear to change in consistent fashion with changes in the

degree of significance of the stimulus situation, or with the demands

of the situation upon the individual (p. 65)."

She cites a number of early studies that document the re1ation-

ship between the level of skin resistance or conductance and other

indices of arousal level, and which demonstrate the reliability and

validity of these measures. Among these, Kleitman (1939) found that
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resistance increases gradually as an individual becomes progressively

more drowsy and sleepy. Richter (1926) found that people whose skin

resistance is very high while sleeping are hard to waken, and people

whose resistance levels are lower while sleeping are easier to awaken.

Abel (1930) found lower resistance levels when subjects reported

difficulty in problem-solving as compared to ease in problem-solving.

Galvanic skin responses are greater to words rated "meaningful,

significant, and important" as compared to words rated only slightly

meaningful, significant, and important (Bingham, 1943). Laties (1959)

found that a ferris wheel ride significantly lowers skin resistance.

Landis and Hunt (1939) have shown that startle stimulation (for

instance a sudden loud sound) produces an immediate decrease in skin

resistance. Duffy (1962) claims that "the common factor that seems

to be present in all situations where lower skin resistance is found

in a given individual is the factor of activity or readiness for

activity, i.e., arousal of the organism. The common factor in all

situations where high skin resistance is found appears to be

relaxation or passivity (p. 62)."

Lykken and Venables (1971) point to a wide range of individual

differences in skin conductance and suggest the use of a range

correction for greater reliability. They cite a study by Lykken,

Miller, and Strahan (1968) in which it was found that the minimum skin

conductance for one S after 30 minutes of relaxation was nearly twice

as high as the maximum skin conductance shown by another S while

blowing up a balloon to bursting. Physiological processes, which are

quite probably unrelated to psychological processes, are most likely

responsible for these kinds of differences between people. Therefore
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it is the variation within an SIS maximum and minimum limits which are

indicative of his level of arousal. Lykken and Venables (1971)

suggest that each SIS skin conductance be expressed as a proportion

of his particular range of variation. The formula for this is Rose's

range correction:

~ix
= SCix - SCmin

SC _ SC
max min

where SCix is the skin conductance of the ith S under the experimental

conditions X. Lykken, Rose, Luther, and Maley (1966) show that use of

Rose's range correction does in fact reduce error variance and increase

the magnitude of correlations and treatment effects. This range

correction was used in this experiment, and the following procedure

was used to estimate each SIS maximum and minimum skin conductance.

A modification of the induction phase for the Harvard Group

Hypnotic Susceptibility Scale (see Appendix A) was used in a pre-test

interview with each S to estimate his minimum skin conductance. The

induction phase is a standardized induction in which the hypnotist

reads to the ~ repeated suggestions that he feels comfortable,

relaxed, sleepy, and his eyelids are closing. To estimate the SIS

maximum skin conductance, Lykkens and Venables (1971) suggest that Ss

blow up a balloon until it bursts, and this procedure was used in this

study.

Since conductance varies directly with the effective electrode

area, the electrode plates were attached firmly to the first and

second fingers of the non-dominant hand, so that the edge of the

plate was exactly parallel to the first joint of the finger. Details
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of the conductance measurement procedure are presented in the Methods

section.

Time Distribution and Retention of Learning

Even if the conditions of the marathon produce arousal in the

optimal range for affective learning, and the twice-weekly meeting

group fails to arouse its members adequately, member learning in the

marathon may very well be greater only immediately after the group

experience. Findings in other areas of learning indicate that

learning under conditions of distributed practice is retained longer

under conditions of massed practice.

Using paired-associate lists, Keppel (1964) found that lists

learned under massed practice showed greater initial learning, but by

the eighth trial learning under distributed practice was no longer

significantly different from that under massed practice conditions.

Recall one day and eight days after the last learning trial was

significantly greater for distributed practice. A followup found

that recall for the distributed practice group after 29 days was still

significantly greater than recall for the massed practice group after

only eight days.

At least two theories support these data. In a review of ten

years of research in this area, Underwood (1961) found distributed

practice to be more effective than massed practice within the limita

tions of two critical variables, the length of the distribution

interval (the amount of time between presentations of the discrimina

tive stimuli) and the amount of response interference (the number of

unrelated learning events occurring between trials). Generalizing to
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encounter group learning, there should be an optimal length of time

between groups to produce the most change.

Deutsch (1962) explains these findings on distributed versus

massed practice in terms of his consolidation theory. He argues

learning involves relatively permanent changes occurring along neural

pathways. Neural activity persists for some time after the learning

event, which results in consolidation of memory traces. Hebb (1966)

theorizes that consolidation is either a structural change involving

synaptic knobs, a biochemical change in one or both neurons, or some

combination of both. In any case, consolidation requires an undis

turbed period of time after the learning event if the learning is

going to last. According to this theory, distributed practice is more

effective because it allows time for consolidation to take place

before a new learning event interrupts the process.

In terms of this study, the interval between group meetings for

the extended encounter group would allow consolidation to take place,

whereas in the marathon consolidation would be constantly interrupted

by new learning events. Thus theories on massed versus distributed

practice would predict that members of spaced encounter groups would

show greater long term change than members of the marathons.

To summarize, experimental investigations have shown both

marathons and spaced groups can be effective in making personal

changes in group participants. Studies specifically comparing the

two formats have not as yet shown one to be more effective than the

other. Proponents of the marathon argue that the conditions of the

marathon produce higher levels of arousal than spaced groups, and
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these conditions of high arousal facilitate encounter group learning.

It has not been shown empirically that the marathon does in fact

produce higher levels of arousal than the spaced group, and it has not

been shown that in fact arousal level is an important variable in

encounter group learning. Findings in other areas of learning suggest

that moderate levels of arousal promote greater learning than extreme

high or extreme low arousal. If this relationship holds for encounter

group learning, and if there are differences in arousal levels between

marathons and spaced groups, then the marathon might well create the

optimal arousal level for its members. However, findings in other

areas of learning on the differences in retention of learning

acquired under massed and distributed practice suggest that members

of the spaced encounter group are more likely to retain their personal

changes for a longer period of time than members of the marathons.

Hypotheses

On the basis of the above reported research and theoretical

arguments, it is hypothes~zed that:

1. Both marathons and spaced groups will produce significantly

positive changes toward self-actualization as measured by Shostrom's

(1968) Personal Orientation Inventory (POI), improved self-concept as

measured by Shapiro's (1967) Adjective Checklist (ACL), and more inner

directedness as measured by Rotter's (1966) Locus of Control scale

(I-E), when compared immediately after the group experience to a

non-treatment control group, and these differences will remain

significant on a two month followup.
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2. Members of the marathons will show significantly higher

levels of self-actualization as measured by the POI, significantly

better self-concepts as measured by the ACL, and significantly more

inner directedness as measured by the I-E scale than the members of

the spaced groups immediately after the group experience, but members

of the spaced groups will show significantly higher levels of self

actualization, better self-concepts, and more inner directedness than

members of the marathons as measured on a two month followup.

3. Members of the marathons will show significantly higher

arousal levels as measured by their average skin conductances than

members of the spaced groups.

4. The relationship between group members' average skin

conductances and their pre/post and pre/followup gain scores on the

POI, ACL, and I-E will be such that low arousal and high arousal will

be associated with small gain scores, while moderate arousal will be

associated with large gain scores, and a best-fit curvilinear

regression equation will significantly increase prediction above

chance.
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CHAPTER II

METHOD

Dependent Measures

Personal Orientation Inventory (POI) (Shostrom, 1968)

This personality inventory has 150 two-choice items with 12

scales that measure different aspects of the contruct: self-actuali

zation, the extent to which a peron is fully functioning and leading

an enriched life. The inventory is based on Maslow's (1954, 1962)

theory of the self-actualizing person. The 12 scales of the POI are

shown in Table 1. Increases on each scale (movement toward the left)

can be seen as improvement in self-actualization. Test-retest

reliabilities of the scales range from .55 to .85 and are presented

in Table 2. Intercorrelations between the scales range between -.04

and .71 and are presented in Table 3.

Adjective Check List (ACL) (Shapiro, 1967)

The adjective check list consists of 39 adjectives. Each S

completes the list twice; the first time checking those adjectives

that best describe himself as he actually is, and the second time

checking those adjectives that best describe an ideal person of the

same sex. A discrepancy score is calculated, which is a measure of

the extent to which the S does not see himself as being the way he

would ideally like to be. These adjectives have also been classified

as positive or negative by a standardized peer group. The number of

positive adjectives attributed to the actual self is a measure of the

extent to which a person sees himself as having the characteristics
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TABLE 1

Scales of the Personal Orientation Inventory

Lives in the present
Time Competency

Lives in the past or future

Inner Directedness
Independent, self-supportive Dependent, seeks support of

others' views

Self-Actualizing Value (SAV)
Holds values of self- Rejects values of self-
actualizing people actualizing people

Flexible in application
of values

Existentiality (Ex)
Rigid in application
of values

Sensitive to own
needs and feelings

Expresses feelings
behaviorally

Has high self-worth

Accepting of self in
spite of weaknesses

Feeling Reactivity (Fr)
Insensitive to own needs
and feelings

Spontaneity (S)
Fearful of expressing
feelings behaviorally

Self-Regard (Sr)
Has low self-worth

Self-Acceptance (Sa)
Unable to accept self
with weaknesses

Nature of Man, Constructive (Nc)
Sees man as essentially good Sees man as essentially bad

Sees opposites of life as
meaningfully related

Synergy (Sy)
Sees opposites of life as
antagonistic

Accepts feelings of
anger or aggression

Acceptance of Aggression (A)
Denies feelings of anger
or aggression

Capacity for Intimate Contact (C)
Has warm interpersonal Has difficulty with warm
relationships interpersonal relations
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Test-Retest Reliability Coefficients for
Personal Orientation Inventory1
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POI Scales

Time Competent

Inner Directed

Self-Actualizing Value

Existentiality

Feeling Reactivity

Spontaneity

Self-Regard

Self-Acceptance

Nature of Man

Synergy

Acceptance of Aggression

Capacity for Intimate Contact

Tc

I

SAV

Ex

Fr

S

Sr

Sa

Nc

Sy

A

C

Test-Retest
Reliability

.71

.84

.74

.85

.69

.81

.75

.80

.66

.72

.55

.75

1 Based on a sample of 48 college students from a study by
K1avetter and Mogar (1967).



TABLE 3

Intercorrelational Matrix l for Personal Orientation Inventory

POI Scales 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

1. Time Competent Tc .49 .26 .31 .20 .38 .44 .43 .19 .29 .17 .25

2. Inner Directed I .54 .70 .58 .71 .62 .63 .37 .41 .61 .55

3. Self-Actualizing Value SAV .21 .23 .45 .56 .03 .41 .58 .32 .15

4. Existentiality Ex .32 .42 .32 .57 .27 .36 .39 .48

S. Feeling Reactivity Fr .44 .25 .21 -.03 .12 .64 .53

6. Spontaneity S .44 .40 .17 .30 .47 .30

7. Self-Regard Sr .21 .32 .26 .28 .23

8. Self-Acceptance Sa .24 .22 .32 .30

9. Nature of Man Nc .53 -.04 -.02

10. Synergy Sy .28 .14

11. Acceptance of Aggression A .44

12. Capacity for Intimate Contact C

-
1 Correlations are based on a college sample of 138 from a report by Knapp (1965).

VI
0\
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that others describe as positive. Shapiro (1967) reports test-retest

reliability coefficients of .81-.87.

Locus of Control (Rotter, 1966) (I-E)

The I-E scale is a two-choice 29 item scale (including six filler

items) which is designed to measure the individual's generalized

expectancies as to the extent he sees reward or reinforcement as a

consequence of his own behavior. Persons with a more internal locus

of control see reinforcement, reward, or success as being dependent

upon their own behavior, while persons with a more external locus of

control see reinforcement, reward, or success as being dependent upon

external forces, particularly luck, chance, or experimenter control.

Rotter (1966) cites internal consistency reliability coefficients

between .65 and .79 and test-retest reliability between .49 and .83.

Skin Conductance

Skin conductance is a physiological measure of arousal, which was

measured for group members during the group. Details of the measure

ment procedure and skin conductance reliability and validity data are

presented in the introduction and procedure sections.

Subjects

Subjects were 41 student volunteers from undergraduate Human

Development classes, graduate and undergraduate Social Work classes,

undergraduate Psychology classes, and Educational Psychology classes

at the University of Hawaii. Each ~ was randomly assigned to one of

four treatment groups or the control group. There were seven Ss in

one spaced group and one marathon and nine ~s in one spaced group, one

marathon, and in the non-treatment control group. There were 31

female Ss and 9 male Ss ranging in age from 18 to 34.
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Setting

The same room was used to pre-test all ~s and to run all the

groups. This room is a 12 x 16 foot air-conditioned classroom

containing a carpet, pillows, videotape equipment, microphones, a one

way mirror, and electrodes and connecting wires. A small adjoining

room, which allowed viewing of the encounter groups and pre-testing

procedures by means of the one-way mirror, contained the electrodermal

measurement equipment and one or two people to run the equipment.

Electrodes and wires for each member of the group, including leaders,

led into this side room and connected to the electrodermal measure

ment equipment.

Experimenters

The E was a doctoral student in Educational Psychology at the

University of Hawaii. He interviewed ~s during the pre-testing

procedure, and he was in the side room running the electrodermal

measurement equipment during the groups. In addition there were two

research assistants, master's degree students in Education Psychology

at the University of Hawaii, who alternately assisted in running the

electrodermal measurement equipment during the pre-testing procedure

and the encounter groups.

Leaders

The groups were co-led by four experienced group leaders. Each

team consisted of a male and a female leader who led one marathon and

one twice-weekly group. Since leader bias in favor of one time format

could have been a potentially confounding variable, the leaders were

not told what group variables were being investigated until after the

groups were completed. Further, each group leader filled out a
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questionnaire on his attitudes toward what makes groups effective.

This questionnaire included one question concerning biases against

spaced groups or marathon encounter groups. It was decided that no

leader would be used that did not answer either "strongly agree" or

"agree" to the statement, "Both marathons and spaced encounter groups

can be effective in changing group members in positive ways." All

group leaders answered "strongly agree" to this question.

So that the group leaders were all oriented toward the same goals

for their groups, they were given copies of the following paragraph

which describes the orientation of the groups. They were encouraged

to keep these goals in mind as they led the groups.

The orientation for each group will be the same.
Leaders will encourage a focus in the group on
here-and-now interaction, spontaneous expression
and dealing with feelings, and acceptance of
responsibility for one's behavior. Group members
will be asked to set personal goals for themselves
and to work on achieving these goals in the group
setting. Further, group members will be encouraged
to be sensitive to their needs and feelings, to
express these feelings behaviorally, to accept
feelings of anger and aggression, and to develop
the capacity and skills for warm interpersonal
relationships. Finally there will be an emphasis
on applying learning in the encounter group to the
back-home setting.

Procedures

Subjects

The ~ gave a short presentation on encounter groups to Human

Development, Social Work, Psychology, and Educational Psychology

classes at the University of Hawaii during the first summer session

of 1975. This presentation occurred during the first few days of

classes so that the groups would fit into the six week time period
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of the summer classes. Some class teachers gave extra credit to

volunteers as an inducement to participate in the experiment.

A two page general description of what would be involved in

participating in the encounter groups, the goals of the groups, and

the orientation of the groups was passed out to potential volunteers

(see Appendix B). This basic information was also presented verbally

by the E.

Potential volunteers were told that they would be assigned to

either a twice-weekly group or a marathon for a total of 24 hours of

encounter, and they would be told which group they had been assigned

to during a screening and pre-test interview to be conducted in the

next several days. It was explained that during the group everybody

would have wires attached to their fingers for one kind of rneasure

ment--exactly what would be measured was not explained.

Potential Ss were told that they would be asked to fill out some

questionnaires before the group, after the group, and two months after

the group was over. To insure that the questionnaires would be

completed, it was explained that a returnable five dollar data deposit

would be collected from each volunteer at the screening and pre

testing interview. This deposit would be returned when the last

questionnaire had been returned.

The E was careful not to disclose the specific areas of experi

mental investigation or the hypotheses being tested in this particular

experiment. However general questions about groups were answered, and

volunteers were told that they would receive a complete explanation

of the experiment and a copy of the results after the experiment was
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over. The general goals and basic orientation of the groups were

explained by paraphrasing the description on the handout given to

each potential volunteer.

It was stressed that information about how individuals had

filled out questionnaires would be confidential, but anybody who was

interested in how he personally had changed could have this informa

tion at the end of the experiment. Finally, volunteers were asked to

give their names and phone numbers on a sign-up sheet.

The names that were on the sign-up sheet were randomly assigned

to one of the five treatment and control conditions.

Pre-Testing Procedures

Each volunteer who had been assigned to a treatment group was

contacted by phone by the ~ to set up an appointment time for pre

testing and screening. The E said, "Hello, this is Tom Loomis. I

talked to your class a few days ago about taking part in an encounter

group, and you indicated that you are interested in participating.

We would like to have you come in sometime during the next few days

so that we can give you some more information about the groups. We

would like to have you fill out some questionnaires, and we need to

collect some preliminary data on your skin conductance. The whole

procedure should take about an hour. When during the next couple of

days could you come in? Please come to Wist Annex 121 at your

appointed time and tell the secretary you are there to see Tom Loomis.

Remember to bring a five dollar deposit with you. This money will be

returned to you when you have filled out the last set of question

naires two months after the groups are finished."
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5s assigned to the control group were told, "Hello, this is Tom

Loomis. I talked to your class a few days ago about taking part in

an encounter group, and you indicated that you are interested in

participating. You have been assigned to a marathon group which has

been delayed until the beginning of the Fall semester. However, if

you are still willing to fill out the questionnaires that will be

mailed to you, you will still receive extra credit for your class.

We will inform you in September about where and when the group will

be held."

Those potential members of the control group who were willing to

remain in the experiment were mailed the same pre-measures (POI, ACL,

and I-E scale) that the members of the treatment groups filled out.

This was timed to occur at approximately the same time that the

treatment group 5s were being pre-tested. The control group members

were sent stamped, addressed envelopes for easy return of the pre

measures.

For the pre-testing procedure the ~s who had been randomly

assigned to the treatment groups were scheduled for one S every half

hour. They were met at the office and taken next door to the room in

which the groups would be run. The ~ stayed in the room with the ~'

and a research assistant was in the side room running the electro

dermal measurement equipment. The E. said, "This is the room where you

will have your encounter group. The video-cameras will not be used at

any time. The one-way mirror allows viewing from a side room and one

or two people will be back there at all times to run the equipment

which is attached to these wires. There is an experimenter back there
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now, and he will turn on the light in the side room so you can see

what is back there. Nobody but experimenters is allowed in the back

room, and anybody connected with running this experiment is bound to

complete confidentiality.

"We would like to collect some preliminary data on your skin

conductance. Notice that these wires are numbered. At the first

group you will be assigned a particular wire, which you will then use

throughout the group. Let me show you how to attach these electrodes

to your fingers. You won't receive any shocks during this experiment!'

The ~ gave the S wire number one and took wire number two for

himself. The E demonstrated how to attach electrodes on himself and

was connected to electrodes throughout each pre-testing procedure.

He said, "We will attach the electrodes to the middle and index

finger of our non-dominant hand. I'm left-handed, so I will attach

the electrodes to the fingers on my right hand. What hand are you?

You will attach the electrodes to your other hand. Each time before

we connect the electrodes, it is important to wipe our fingers clean

with these alcoholic swabs. Attach the red wire to the middle finger

and the white wire to the index finger. The edge of the electrode

plate should be exactly even with the first joint of each finger.

Make sure that it is fairly tight, but not so tight that circulation

is stopped or that you can feel your pulse in your finger tips. From

now on whenever you attach these electrodes, do it in the same way.

Let's take the next few minutes to get used to being attached to these

wires. Most people find that although they are aware of the wires at

first, they quickly forget about them as they become tuned in to other

things. You should find that this happens to you."
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The ~ asked the ~ what expectations he had for himself in the

group, and in what ways he would like to see himself change. During

this time the ~ was looking for any indications that the S should be

screened from the group. Inappropriate affect, extreme defensiveness,

indications of psychopathology, or bizarre expectations were grounds

for dropping an ~ from the experiment.

All ~s were given a copy of the description of the groups'

orientation. The ~ said, "This is a very general description of the

goals of the group. As you can see, each group member is encouraged

to have personal goals for himself. We have already talked about

some of your goals for yourself. It might be a good idea for you to

do some more thinking about what you want for yourself from the group

between now and when your group starts."

The S was then asked if he had any questions about the group.

If the S wanted to know what group he had been assigned to, he was

told that he would be informed of this at the end of the pre-testing

procedure. If he wanted to know what was the purpose of the experi

ment, he was told that the ~ was attempting to find out what makes

encounter groups work, and a copy of the results would be available

after the groups were over. A question about what was being measured

by the electrodermal measuring equipment was answered by saying that

it measures how excited or relaxed we are. This was said in a neutral

tone and as much as possible without any implied value judgment about

which was better than the other, and without disclosing that the

experimenter was investigating the relationship between arousal level

and learning.
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At this time the procedure for finding estimates of the ~'s

minimum and maximum skin conductance was begun. The E said to the ~,

"We want to find out how well you are able to relax and also how

excited you can get. First we'll see how relaxed you can feel. We

are going to take the next five or ten minutes to help you to relax

as much as possible. I am going to read a passage from this book,

which has been found to be very useful in helping people to become

comfortable and relaxed. Try to relax as much as possible. Lean

against this wall so that your back is comfortable. This is not

hypnosis, but simply a way to help you become more relaxed and

comfortable. Now I will begin." A modification of the induction

phase for the Harvard Group Hypnotic Susceptibility Scale (see

Appendix A) was then read to the S. This is a standardized induction

in which the E reads to the ~ repeated suggestions that he feels

comfortable, relaxed, sleepy, and his eyelids are closing. The

induction phase was read and then the ending phase. Then the E said,

"That is very good. We can go on to the next part."

In the side room the E running the equipment indicated on the

graph paper the point at which induction started and the point at

which induction had been completed. The lowest recording on the

graph paper during the induction phase was used as the estimate of

the S's minimum skin conductance.

When the S was fully awake, generally 30 seconds after completion

of the relaxation exercise, the procedure for estimating the ~'s

maximum skin conductance was begun. The S was given a balloon and
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told, "Now we would like to find out how excited you can become.

Please blow this balloon up until it bursts."

The E in the side room recorded on the graph paper the point at

which the S started to blow up the balloon and the point at which the

balloon burst. The highest skin conductance recording between the

time the ~ started to blow up the balloon and ten seconds after the

balloon had burst was used as the estimate of the S's maximum skin

conductance.

The S was then told which group he had been assigned to and any

questions or concerns were dealt with. Specifically, if ~s assigned

to the marathon groups were concerned that 24 hours would be a long

time to be in one place, and they seemed to be considering dropping

out of the experiment, the E. would say, "It does seem like 24 hours

is a long time to be in one place, but most people find that time

passes fairly quickly in a marathon. Of course you will have periodic

breaks, and we will schedule the marathon so that it ends at night.

That way you can sleep after it is over. Most people probably won't

sleep during the marathon, but if you find that you must sleep, you

can do so for a short period."

Members of the twice-weekly groups were asked to fill out a time

schedule of available times during the week for the group. Members

of the marathons were asked if they could meet from Friday night to

Saturday night, or if they could meet from Saturday night to Sunday

night. A time that fit the largest number of members' schedules was

used as the meeting time for each group. They were told that they

would be notified later of the times for the groups.
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The ~ was asked to submit his five dollar deposit. Those who

did not bring their deposit with them were asked to bring five dollars

to the first group meeting. Finally, each S was taken to another

room to fill out the POI, ACL, and I-E scale. A box for collecting

finished questionnaires was used so that Ss could leave when they

had completed the forms.

Several days later members were informed by telephone of the

times for the groups. Members of the marathons were also called a

week before their scheduled group to be reminded of the group time.

Group Treatment

The groups included two twice-weekly groups, which met three

hours two nights a week for four weeks, and two marathons conducted

during the same week as the last meeting of the twice-weekly meeting

groups, which ran for 24 hours continuously. Both time formats had

24 hours of total group time.

The control group filled out all measures, but received no

treatment until after the follow-up measures were completed. Then

those people still interested in have group participated in a 24 hour

marathon.

At the first group for the twice-weekly groups and at the

beginning of the marathon groups, the E introduced the members of

the group to the group leaders and to the people in the side room

running the equipment. He reminded the group members that the

experimenters were held to confidentiality about all aspects of the

experiment and groups.
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Each of the wires for measuring skin conductance had a number

attached to it. Using a table of random numbers, the ~ assigned

wires to members of the group. At the beginning of this first group

meeting, the ~ made sure that each ~ was using the wire assigned to

him. The ~ would say, "Each of you has been assigned a particular

wire. Notice that each of these wires has a particular number on it.

Be sure that you always use the same wire." When each person in the

group had been given the appropriate wire, the ~ then instructed them

again on how to attach the electrodes. The same procedure for

attach:i.ng the electrodes was used that had been used during the

pre-testing session. These instructions were repeated if there was

any confusion during the groups about what wire number to use or how

to attach the electrodes.

Measures

S's were pre-tested using the procedure outlined. The post

measures, which were the same as the pre-measures (POI, ACL, and I-E

scale), were given to twice-weekly group members at the end of their

last group and to marathon group members at the end of their group.

They were asked to fill them out within the next day or two and mail

them back in a stamped envelope provided by the~. Post-measures

were mailed to the control group. All Ss filled out the post-measures

at approximately the same time, since the last twice-weekly groups

and the marathons were coordinated to end at approximately the same

time.

Bach (1966) refers to a residual "glow" from the marathon

experience which sometimes lasts up to six weeks. In order to
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measure change more long-term than this, the follow-up (POI, ACL, and

I-E scale) were mailed out to all Ss two months after the group had

finished.

During the groups all members and the leaders were attached to

electrodes whose wires were connected to a selector switch in the side

room. This allowed the E in the side room to select which person's

skin conductance was to be recorded. One limitation of the available

equipment was that only one person's skin conductance could be

measured at anyone time. The wires were numbered from one to twelve

and each assigned to a particular group participant. The E in the

back room recorded a continuous one minute interval of skin conductance

for each group participant, selecting the next numbered wire in

sequence from one to twelve after each one minute period. After each

person had been measured, the sequence was started again. The

conductance of the leaders was recorded but not used in the data

analyses.

The electrodermal equipment measured skin resistance continuously,

producing a wavy line on graph paper. Any point on the graph paper

could easily be read in resistance units. One point was selected from

each one minute interval to be the resistance reading for that S.

This point was always selected by measuring exactly three inches from

a distinctive mark left by depressing the instrument switch when

switching to a new wire. Thus for each S's one minute of recording,

one resistance reading was taken. This is a modification of the

procedure used by Berry (1962) to select the point to be used for

the skin resistance reading.
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These resistance scores were converted mathematically to

conductance units as suggested by Lader and Wing (1966), using the

formula presented on page 25. Since this study is interested in

members' overall average electrodermal activity. the ~s' conductance

readings were averaged across the group and expressed as a percentage

of the Ss' individual skin conductance ranges as suggested by Lykken

and Venables (1971). using the formula presented on page 27.

Group members and leaders had wires attached to their non-dominant

hands throughout the groups. As observed through the one-way mirror.

all participants seemed to forget quickly that they were attached to

the wires as they became involved in the group. However, being

attached to the wires did restrict group participants' more vigorous

activities. Therefore. generalizing findings of the present study to

groups in which a high degree of physical activity is an important part

of the group should be done with caution.

Research Design and Statistical Analyses

followup
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Because subjects were randomly assigned to the five groups, it

was expected that there would be no significant differences between

the groups on the pre-test. A one-by-five analysis of variance
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was conducted on the 15 pre-test dependent measures to check the

assumption of random assignment.

Three analyses were conducted to test whether the treatment groups

were more effective than the control group. First, t-tests between the

combined treatment groups and the control group were carried out on the

post-test and followup to look at differences between treatment and

control groups immediately after the group experience and two months

later. Secondly, a repeated measures analysis of variance across

trials for the treatment and control groups was carried out to investi

gate interaction across trials between treatment and control. Huck and

McLean (1975) have shown that the repeated measures interaction F ratio

is identical to the F ratio obtained from the analysis of variance of

gain scores. Thus the repeated measures interaction F ratios indicate

which groups, the treatment or control, had significantly greater

change. Groups-by-trials analyses of variance were conducted for pairs

of trials and adjusted by Dunn's (1961) multiple comparison procedure

to find out if significant interaction occurred between the pre-test

and the post-test, the post-test and the followup, or the pre-test and

the followup. Thirdly, separate repeated measures analyses of variance

were conducted for the combined treatment groups and the control group

to find out if the groups changed significantly over time. If the

overall analysis of variance was significant, subsequent Scheffe mul

tiple comparisons were conducted to find out if significant changes

occurred between the pre-test and post-test, the pre-test and followup,

or the pre-test and followup.

Three analyses were conducted to test which time format, the

marathons or the twice-weekly groups, was more effective. First, 2 x 2
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analyses of variance for the four treatment groups on the post-test

and followup were carried out to investigate short- and long-term time

format differences, leader differences, and time format/leader inter

action. Secondly, a repeated measures analysis of variance across

trials for the combined marathons and combined twice-weekly groups was

carried out to investigate interaction across trials between the mara

thons and twice-weekly groups. This analysis indicated which time

format had significantly greater gains. Groups-by-trials analyses of

variance were conducted for pairs of trials and adjusted by Dunn's

(1961) multiple comparison procedure to find out if the significant

interaction occurred between the pre-test and post-test, the post-test

and followup, or the pre-test and followup. Thirdly, separate repeated

measures analyses of variance were conducted for the combined marathons

and the combined twice-weekly groups to find out if the groups changed

significantly over time. If the overall analysis of variance was

significant, subsequent Scheffe multiple comparisons were conducted to

find out if significant changes occurred between the pre-test and post

test, the post-test and followup, or the pre-test and followup.

Similar groups-by-trials interaction and separate repeated

measures analyses were conducted to investigate leader differences.

The overall percentage of skin conductance range scores for the

four treatment groups were analyzed by means of a 2 x 2 analysis of

variance. Thus differences in arousal level between marathons and

twice-weekly groups, between pairs of leaders, and leader/format

interaction were examined.
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Changes in arousal level during the groups were also examined.

Each group's total time was divided into eight groups of three hours

each, and each subject's average arousal was calculated for each

three hour block of time. A repeated measures analysis of variance

was conducted for each group to investigate changes in arousal over

time. If the analysis of variance was significant, linear, quadratic,

and cubic trend analyses were carried out to find the best fit curve

for each group's skin conductance data.

Two regression analyses were carried out to investigate the

relationship between each subject's overall average percentage of skin

conductance range score and pre/post and pre/followup gain scores on

the 15 dependent measures. First a best fit linear regression equation

was computed, and it was tested if this linear regression equation

significantly increased prediction of a linear relationship above

chance. Secondly, a best fit quadratic regression equation was

computed, and it was tested if this quadratic regression equation

significantly increased prediction of a curvilinear relationship

above chance.
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CHAPTER III

RESULTS

Statistical analyses were carried out to test each of the

hypotheses. First, the initial comparability of all the groups on the

premeasures was tested statistically. Second, the short-term and

long-term effects of participation in an encounter group as compared to

a non-treatment control group were examined. Third the short- and

long-term effects of membership in marathon groups were compared to the

effects of membership in the twice-weekly groups. Fourth, differences

in effectiveness between pairs of leaders were examined, and inter-

actions between pairs of leaders and time distribution of the encounter

groups were investigated. Fifth, the average skin conductance scores

for members of the marathons were compared to the average skin

conductance scores of the members of the twice-weekly groups to see if

one time format produces a higher level of arousal. Trends in changes

in skin conductance during the encounter groups were examined for each

group, and differences in arousal between marathons and twice-weekly

groups at particular times of the groups were analyzed. Finally, the

relationship between the group members' arousal during the groups and

change scores on the dependent measures was examined.

It could be argued that because there are 15 dependent measures,

it is likely that some significant differences may occur by chance

alone, rather than because of actual differences between groups. The

Hotelling minimum T
2

criterion could be used to decrease the likelihood

of erroneously rejecting the null hypothesis, a Type I error. However,
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this is an extremely rigorous criterion and could lead to failure to

reject the null hypothesis when in fact there are actual differences,

a Type II error. The POI intercorrelation matrix shown in Table 3

indicates that there is a wide range of correlations between scales,

but no scales are measuring identical personality dimensions.

Uniformly high intercorrelations would argue more strongly for using

the Hotelling minimum T2 criterion for multiple dependent variables.

In this study the Hotelling T2 was not used, and some significant

differences could be due to chance alone.

Initial Comparability of Treatment Groups and Control Group

The ~s were randomly assigned to each of the five groups. On the

basis of this procedure, it would be expected that there would be no

significant differences between any of the groups on the pre-measures.

To check this, a one-by-five analysis of variance was conducted on the

pretest for each of the 15 dependent variables. There were no

significant differences between the groups on any of the dependent

measures, and the assumption of random assignment was made for all

subsequent analyses.

The Effects of Treatment Compared to the Control Group

A number of statistical analyses were carried out to test the

hypothesis that participation in the encounter groups would lead to

greater positive change on the 15 dependent measures than membership

in a non-treatment control group immediately after the group

experience and two months later. T-test comparisons of the combined

treatment groups and the control group on the post-test and again on

the two month followup were carried out.
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Analyses of variance across trials for the combined treatment

groups and the control group were conducted to examine interaction

between the treatment and control groups across time. Huck and

McLean (1975) have shown that the interaction F ratio for groups-by

trials analysis of variance is idential to the F ratio obtained by

conducting a between group analysis of variance of gain scores. Thus,

a significant groups-by-trials interaction indicates that one group

had significantly greater change, or significant change in a different

direction, on the dependent measure than the other group. Further,

groups-by-trials analyses of variance, which were adjusted by Dunn's

(1961) multiple comparison procedure, were carried out between

pre-test and post-test, pre-test and followup, and post-test and

followup to specify significant interaction between specific trials.

Finally repeated measures analyses of variance for the combined

treatment groups and also for the control group were carried out to

investigate the extent to which these groups changed. Further, when

the within group comparison was significant, a Scheffe multiple

comparison was performed to specify the significant changes.

Repeated measures analyses of variance across trials for the

combined treatment groups and the control group found no overall

significant interaction between the treatment groups and the control

group across time. Groups-by-trials analyses between the pre-test and

post-test, which were adjusted by Dunn's (1961) multiple comparison

procedure, indicate that the members of the treatment groups changed

significantly more than the members of the control group on the Feeling

Reactivity scale (F=6.268, p<.05) (see Table 4). This finding

indicates that immediately after the encounter groups were over, the
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TABLE 4

Combined Treatment versus Control: Groups-by-Trials
Interaction F-ratios: Across Trials and Adjusted

Pre/Post, Pre/Followup and Post/Followup Interaction

Overall Pre/Post Pre/Follow Post/Follow
Interaction Interaction Interaction Interaction

F-Ratio F-Ratio F-Ratio F-Ratio

Personal Orientation Inventory (POI)

Time Competence

Inner Directedness

1. 803

0.744

2.399

2.176

0.019

0.132

3.968

0.670

Self-Actualizing Value 0.590

Existentiality 0.157

Feeling Reactivity 2.685

Spontaneity 1.990

Self Regard 0.568

Self Acceptance 2.145

Nature of Man
Constructive 0.556

Synergy 0.301

Acceptance of
Agression 1.998

Capacity for Intimate
Contact 0.423

Locus of Control 0.111

Adjective Check List

Self/Ideal Discrepancy 0.174

0.258

0.127

6.268*

3.869

0.180

2.336

0.244

0.017

4.388

1.083

0.239

0.297

0.292

0.039

1.790

0.854

0.390

0.308

0.350

0.373

0.583

0.014

0.006

0.092

1.361

0.419

0.588

1.244

1.118

3.731

0.990

0.487

1.475

0.585

0.127

0.105

Positive Self
Description

* p<.05

0.777 0.662 1.181 0.143
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members of the encounter groups showed significantly greater gains in

being sensitive to their needs and feelings than members of the

control group. Being aware of feelings and communicating them to

others was a very important goal of all four encounter groups.

Carrying out unadjusted subset analyses, which cannot be regarded

as conclusive because of the increased probability of committing a

Type I error, the Spontaneity (F-3.869, p<.05) and the Acceptance of

Aggression (F=4.388, p<.05) subscales of the POI showed greater gains

for the members of the treatment groups than the control immediately

after the group experience. These findings suggest that in addition

to greater gains in being in touch with their feelings, members of the

treatment groups made greater gains in being able to express their

feelings behaviorally and being more accepting of their feelings of

anger than the control group immediately after the group experience.

No groups-by-trials interaction F ratios were significant between the

pre-test and followup or between the post-test and followup.

T-test comparisons of the combined treatment groups and the

control group on the post-test and the followup (see Table 5) found

no significant differences on any of the 15 dependent variables.

These results could be interpreted as indicating that the treatment

groups were not more effective than the control group in changing

members in predicted directions. However, another more likely

interpretation is that the encounter groups did change their members

in predicted directions, but the control group changed also, due

partly to factors influencing the control group only, and therefore

differences between the treatment and control groups were not detected.
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TABLE 5

Comparison of Pre-test, Post-test, and Fo11owup Means
for the Combined Treatment Groups and the Control

on POI, I-E, and ACL

Combined
Scales Treatment Control F-Ratio

Means

Personal Orientation Inventory (POI)

Time Competence Pre-test 14.84 15.78 0.808
Post-test 16.28 15.89 0.141
Followup 15.94 17.00 1.012

Inner Directedness Pre-test 82.03 82.11 0.000
Post-test 88.94 85.67 0.494
Followup 91.69 90.56 0.055

Self-Actualizing Value Pre-test 18.94 19.11 0.016
Post-test 20.16 20.78 0.297
Followup 20.81 20.44 0.088

Existentiality Pre-test 19.41 19.67 0.023
Post-test 21.47 22.11 0.173
Followup 22.69 22.67 0.000

Feeling Reactivity Pre-test 15.53 15.89 0.081
Post-test 17.09 15.33 2.380
Followup 17.56 16.44 1.600

Spontaneity Pre-test 10.84 11.67 0.565
Post-test 12.34 11.33 0.954
Fo1lowup 12.66 12.56 O.Oll

Self Regard Pre-test 10.84 10.78 0.005
Post-test 11.94 11.56 0.263
Fo11owup 11.91 12.33 0.228

Self Acceptance Pre-test 15.22 15.56 0.065
Post-test 16.47 15.22 0.822
Fo11owup 17.16 18.11 0.428

Nature of Man Constructive Pre-test 11.97 12.22 0.156
Post-test 12.47 13.00 0.516
Fo11owup 12.87 12.78 0.014
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TABLE 5 (continued) Comparison of Pre-test, Post-test, and Fo11owup
Means for the Combined Treatment Groups and the
Control on POI, I-E, and ACL

Combined
Scales Treatment Control F-Ratio

Means

Synergy Pre-test 6.62 7.00 0.451
Post-test 7.12 7.56 0.750
Followup 7.22 7.33 0.039

Acceptance of Aggression Pre-test 15.28 15.67 0.083
Post-test 16.91 15.33 1.683
Followup 17.66 17.22 0.146

Capacity for Intimate Contact Pre-test 17.41 17.11 0.030
Post-test 19.44 18.11 0.649
Fo11owup 20.25 19.78 0.103

Locus of Control Pre-test 10.81 8.22 2.166
Post-test 9.75 6.67 3.305
Followup 9.47 6.78 1.879

Adjective Check List

Self/Ideal Discrepancy Pre-test 9.56 11.00 0.510
Post-test 6.97 9.22 1. 787
Followup 6.19 8.11 1.541

Positive Self Description Pre-test 14.72 15.44 0.414
Post-test 16.19 16.22 0.001
Followup 16.62 16.44 0.026
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Within group changes for the combined treatment groups and the control

group give support to the latter interpretation, and possible

explanations are discussed in Chapter IV.

Repeated measures analyses of variance found significant

within group increases for the treatment groups on all of the depend

ent measures. After the group experience treatment group members

demonstrated the predicted significant changes on the following

scales: Time Competency (F=7.l89, p<.Ol), Inner Directedness

(F=29.087, p<.OOl), Self-Actualizing Value (F=lO.723, p<.OOl),

Existentiality (F=15.457, p<.OOOl), Feeling Reactivity (F=13.089,

p .001), Spontaneity (F=12.746, p<.OOOl), Self-Regard (F=6.472, p<.Ol),

Self Acceptance (F=6.484, p<.Ol), Nature of Man Constructive (F=5.ll5,

p<.Ol), Synergy (F=4.560, p<.Ol), Acceptance of Aggression (F=15.9l3,

p<.OOOl), Capacity for Intimate Contact (F=15.5l3, p<.OOOl), Rotter's

(1967) Locus of Control (F=3.568, p<.05), Self/Ideal Discrepancy

(F=12.468, p<.OOl), and Positive Self Description (F=14.934, p<.OOl).

Scheffe multiple comparisons (see Table 6) for the repeated

measures analyses of variance for the treatment group indicate that

on every scale except Nature of Man Constructive there was significant

positive change between the pre-test and the post-test. Further, all

scales showed significant positive change between the pre-test and the

followup, indicating that people in the treatment groups maintained

their positive changes for at least two months after the groups were

over.

The control group also showed smaller, but significant, within

group positive change on four scales. Because there were fewer people
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TABLE 6

Repeated Measures F-Ratios for Combined Treatment Groups:
Across Trials, Adjusted Pre/Post, Pre/Fo11owup, and

Post/Fo11owup Within Group Comparisons

Scale Overall
F-Ratio

Pre/Post
F-Ratio

Pre/Follow Post/Follow
F-Ratio F-Ratio

Personal Orientation Inventory (POI)

Time Competence

Inner Directedness

6.125**

29.087***

11. 574***

28.032***

5.807* 0.985

54.801*** 4.444

Self-Actualizing Value 10.723*** 8.802** 20.833*** 2.552

Existentia1ity 15.457***

Feeling Reactivity 13.089***

Spontaneity 12.746***

Self Regard 6.472**

Nature of Man
Constructive 5.115**

Synergy 4.560**

Acceptance of
Agression 15.913***

Capacity for Intimate
Contact 15.513***

Locus of Control 3.568*

Adjective Check List

11.951*** 30.248*** 4.173

14.135*** 23.887*** 1.272

15.267*** 22.291*** 0.663

9.986*** 9.424*** 0.008

3.102 10.189*** 2.047

5.583* 7.875** 0.196

14.261*** 30.464*** 3.038

14.917*** 29.239*** 2.387

4.010 6.413* 0.281

Self/Ideal Discrepancy 12.468*** 13.436*** 22.749*** 1.219

Positive Self
Description

* p<.05
** p<.Ol

*** p<.OOl

14.934*** 16.147*** 27.199*** 1.433
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in the control group than the treatment groups, larger actual differ-

ences were necessary for control group changes to be significant.

Members of the non-treatment control changed significantly on Inner

Directedness (F=4.3Is, p<.Os), Existentiality (F=7.3ls, p<.05), Self

Acceptance (F=6.6l6, p<.OI), and Self/Ideal Discrepancy (F=s.354,

p<.Os).

Scheffe multiple comparisons for the within group comparisons for

the control group (see Table 7) indicate that all four scales showed

significant positive change between the pre-test and the followup,

while the Existentiality scale showed significant change (F=8.5779,

p<.OS) between the pre-test and the post-test, and the Self Acceptance

scale showed significant positive change (F=11.OS16, p<.OS) between

the post-test and followup. It was not expected that the control group

would change, and possible explanations for why this occurred are

presented in the Discussion section. It is argued that the encounter

groups were probably the primary cause for changes in those who

participated in the groups, while changes in the members of the control

group were likely due in part to factors affecting only the members of

the control group.

To summarize, t-test comparisons between the combined treatment

group and the control group on the post-test and followup found no

significant differences between the treatment and control on any of

the 15 dependent measures. Repeated measures groups-by-trials

analyses of variance found significantly greater changes for members

of the encounter groups on the Feeling Reactivity scale than for

members of the control group. Repeated measures analyses of variance
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Repeated Measures F-Ratios for Control Group:
Across Trials, and Adjusted Pre/Post, Pre/Followup,

Post/Fol1owup Within Group Comparisons
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Scale Overall Pre/Post Pre/Follow Post/Follow
F-Ratio F-Ratio F-Ratio F-Ratio

Personal Orientation Inventory (POI)

Time Competence 2.313

Inner Directedness 4.315* 1.517 8.559* 2.869

Self-Actualizing Value 1.867

Existentiality 7.315**

Feeling Reactivity 0.643

Spontaneity 0.723

Self Regard 1.903

Self-Acceptance 6.616**

Nature of Man Constr. 1.349

Synery 1.420

Acceptance of
Agression 2.060

Capacity for Intimate
Contact 1.970

8.578*

0.147

12.920**

8.648*

0.443

11.052*

Locus of Control

Adjective Check List

2. OLl 2

Self/Ideal Discrepancy 5.354* 3.985 10.522* 0.062

Positive Self
Description

* p<.05
** p<.Ol

*** p<.OOl

1.280
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for the combined treatment groups only found that members of the

treatment groups changed significantly on all 15 dependent variables.

The members of the control group had smaller, but significant,

changes on four scales.

Marathons vs. Twice-Weekly Groups

It was hypothesized that members of the marathons would show

greater immediate positive change on all dependent measures than the

members of the spaced groups, but the members of the spaced groups

would show greater positive change than the members of the marathons

on the two month followup. Analyses of variance were conducted on

the post-test and the followup to look at short- and long-term

differences between members of the marathons and the twice-weekly

groups. Groups-by-trials analyses of variance for the combined twice

weekly and the combined marathons groups were conducted to examine

differences in amount of change between the spaced and massed groups

over time. Subsequent subset analyses, adjusted by Dunn's (1961)

multiple comparison procedure, were conducted to find significant

interaction between specific trials. Finally, within group comparisons

for the twice-weekly groups and the marathons were carried out to

investigate the extent to which these groups changed. Further, when

an overall within group comparison was significant, a Scheffe multiple

comparison was performed to find out specifically where the significant

changes occurred.

A two-by-two analysis of variance of the post-test indicated

significant differences between marathons and twice-weekly groups on

three dependent measures. Contrary to prediction, the members of the

twice-weekly groups were significantly superior to the members of the
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marathons immediately after the group experience for Existentiality

(F=5.5673, p<.05), Nature of Man Constructive (F=4.9934, p<.05), and

the Rotter (1967) Locus of Control (F=5.2746, p<.05). These findings

suggest that members of the twice-weekly groups showed significantly

greater willingness to live according to their needs and wants, to see

man as basically good, and to see the control of their futures as

coming from themselves rather than external events, immediately after

the group experience.

These differences however were not present by the follup testing.

A two-by-two analysis of variance of the followup data failed to find

significant differences between the marathons and the twice-weekly

groups. However, the Locus of Control approached significance,

(F=3.2983, .05<p<.lO) with the twice-weekly groups continuing to have

members more internally controlled than members of the marathons. In

addition two other scales approached significance favoring th0 twice

weekly groups: Time Competence (F=2.8324, .05<p<.lO) and Feeling

Reactivity (F=3.2577, .05<p<.lO). These results are presented in

Table 8.

While significant differences favoring the twice-weekly groups

over the marathons on the post-test failed to maintain, the three

dependent measures that approached significance in support of the

twice-weekly groups on the followup give some indication it is

possible that members of the twice-weekly groups may see themselves

as more internally controlled, more sensitive to their own needs and

feelings, and more time competent than members of marathons two months

after the groups were over. These findings are presented with caution

since the scales only approached significance.
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TABLE 8

Comparison of Pre-Test, Post-Test, and Fo11owup Means for the
Combined Twice-Weekly Groups and the Combined Marathon Groups

on the POI, I-E, and ACL

Combined Combined
Scales Twice-Weekly Marathon F-Ratio

Groups Groups

Personal Orientation Inventory (POI)

Time Competence Pre-test 14.62 15.25 0.396
Post-test 16.89 15.91 2.063
Followup 16.89 15.29 2.633

Inner Directedness Pre-test 84.00 80.21 0.586
Post-test 91.41 86.73 1.071
Fo11owup 93.83 89.72 0.740

Self-Actualizing Value Pre-test 19.44 18.42 0.532
Post-test 20.92 19.58 1.473
Fo11owup 21.25 20.52 0.391

Existentia1ity Pre-test 20.78 18.25 2.157
Post-test 23.11 19.88 5.567*
Fo11owup 23.92 21.44 2.465

Feeling Reactivity Pre-test 16.04 14.98 0.975
Post-test 17.26 17.00 0.056
Fo11owup 18.26 16.82 3.258

Spontaneity Pre-test 10.71 10.87 0.020
Post-test 12.98 11. 72 1.848
Fo11owup 13.12 12.22 0.845

Self Regard Pre-test 10.91 10.79 0.013
Post-test 12.21 11.72 0.534
Fo11owup 11.87 12.10 0.066

Self Acceptance Pre-test 15.64 14.87 0.370
Post-test 16.71 16.29 0.093
Fo11owup 17.46 16.93 0.126

Nature of Man Pre-test 12.20 11. 73 0.544
Constructive Post-test 13.29 11. 72 4.993*

Followup 13.49 12.27 2.645

Synergy Pre-test 6.63 6.63 0.001
Post-test 7.52 6.78 2.577
Fo11owup 7.27 7.25 0.003
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(continued) Comparison of Pre-test, Post-Test, and
Fo11owup Means for the Combined Twice-Weekly
Groups and the Combined Marathon Groups on
the POI, I-E, and ACL

Combined Combined F-Ratio
Scales Twice-Weekly Marathon

Groups Groups

Acceptance of Pre-test 14.96 15.41 0.141
Aggression Post-test 17.00 16.90 0.007

Fo11owup 17.55 17.84 0.062

Capacity for Intimate Pre-test 18.55 16.37 1.858
Contact Post-test 20.02 18.79 0.565

Fo11owup 20.91 19.66 0.651

Locus of Control Pre-test 9.55 12.02 2.020
Post-test 7.92 11.60 5.275*
Fo11owup 7.67 11.00 3.298

Adjective Check List

Self/Ideal Discrepancy Pre-test 9.43 9.51 0.001
Post-test 6.34 7.51 0.456
Fo11owup 5.39 6.88 0.910

Positive Self Description Pre-test 14.15 15.46 1.858
Post-test 16.01 16.52 0.218
Fo11owup 16.52 16.82 0.078

* p<.05
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A groups-by-trials analysis of variance for the twice-weekly

groups and marathons (see Table 9) found significant interaction on

one scale, Time Competence (F=4.l54, p<.05). Dunn's (1961) multiple

comparison procedure indicated that the locus of the significant inter

action occurred between the pre-test and the followup (F=7.266, p<.05),

indicating that members of the twice weekly groups had significantly

greater long-term gains in time competency than the members of the

marathons.

Repeated measures within group comparisons for the twice-weekly

groups found that members of the spaced groups changed significantly

on all 15 dependent measures. These results are shown in Table 10.

Scheffe multiple comparison analysis of the twice-weekly within

group comparisons found that there were significant changes between

the pre-test and the post-test on every dependent measure except Self

Acceptance, and that all scales except Self Regard were significant

when comparing the pre-test to the followup. Nine of the comparisons

between the pre-test and followup were significant at a higher level

of significance than when comparing the pre-test to the post-test,

indicating that positive changes occurring immediately after the

groups were maintained or increased on the two month followup. Inner

Directedness, Self-Actualizing Value, Existentiality, Self Acceptance,

Nature of Man Constructive, Acceptance of Aggression, Capacity for

Intimate Contact, Self/Ideal Discrepancy, and Positive Self

Description were all significantly changed at a higher level of

significance on the followup. In addition comparing the post-test to

the followup, the Feeling Reactivity scale (F=12.l9l3, p<.Ol) was
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TABLE 9

Combined Twice-Weekly Groups Versus Combined Marathons
Group~-by-Trials Interaction F-Ratios: Across Trials,

and Adjusted Pre/Post, Pre/Followup, and Post/Followup Interaction

Scale
Overall
Inter
Action
F-Ratio

Pre/Post
Inter
Action
F-Ratio

Pre/Follow
Inter
Action
F-Ratio

Post/
Follow
Inter
action
F-Ratio

Personal Orientation Inventory (POI)

Time Competence 4.154*

Inner Directedness 0.063

Self-Actualizing Value 0.273

Existentiality 0.240

Feeling Reactivity 1.036

Spontaneity 1.799

Self Regard 0.538

Self Acceptance 0.053

Nature of Man Constructive 1.923

Synergy 1.982

Acceptance of Aggression 0.218

Capacity for Intimate
Contact 0.532

Locus of Control 0.672

Adjective Check List

Self/Ideal Discrepancy 0.538

Positive Self Description 1.047

* p<.05

3.325

0.157

0.139

0.462

1.037

3.057

0.244

0.135

4.390

3.000

0.439

1.215

1.532

0.484

0.974

7.266*

0.014

0.100

0.000

0.168

1.530

0.246

0.043

1.619

0.005

0.005

0.485

0.504

0.764

1.446

0.872

0.084

1.473

0.527

2.443

0.315

1.321

0.011

0.327

2.880

0.201

0.004

0.122

0.101

0.177
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significant. Immediate positive changes for members of the twice

weekly groups were either maintained or increased two months later.

These results are shown in Table 10.

Repeated measures within group comparisons for the marathons

indicate that members changed significantly on 11 dependent measures,

compared to 15 significant changes for the twice-weekly groups.

Members of the marathons changed significantly in predicted directions

on: Inner Directedness (F=13.6l0, p<.OOl), Self-Actualizing Value

(F=4.l82, p<.05), Existentiality (F= 11.536, p<.OOl), Feeling

Reactivity (F=5.60l, p<.Ol), Spontaneity (F=3.222, p<.05), Self Regard

(F=3.872, p<.05), Self Acceptance (F=3.205, p<.05), Acceptance of

Aggression (F=6.277, p<.Ol), Capacity for Intimate Contact (F=9.07l,

p<.Ol), Self/Ideal Discrepancy (F=6.8l9, p<.Ol), and Positive Self

Description (F=4.988, p<.05). These results are presented in Table 11.

Scheffe multiple comparison analyses of the repeated measures

analyses of variance of the marathon groups found that changes between

the pre-test and the post-test were significant on six scales for the

marathon groups, compared to 14 for the twice-weekly groups. A chi

square analysis indicated that the twice-weekly groups had significant

ly more changes between the pre-test and the post-test than members of

the marathons (X 2 =9.6, p<.Ol). As shown in Table 11, members of the

marathons changed significantly between pre-test and post-test on the

following scales: Inner Directedness (F=11.995l, p<.Ol), Existen

tia1ity (F=6.4343, p<.10), Feeling Reactivity (F=8.6830, p<.05),

Capacity for Intimate Contact (F=9.51l7, p<.05), Self/Ideal Discrepancy

(Fc 7.5208, p<.05), and Positive Self Description (F=5.4242, p<.lO).
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TABLE 10

Repeated Measures F-Ratios for Combined
Twice-Weekly Groups: Across Trials, and Adjusted

Pre/Post, Pre/Fo11owup, and Post/Fo11owup
Within Group Comparisons

Scale
Overall
F-Ratio

Pre/Post
F-Ratio

Pre/Follow Post/
F-Ratio Follow

F-Ratio

Personal Orientation Inventory (POI)

Time Competence

Inner Directedness

Self-Actualizing Value

Existentiality

8.682** 13.023**

15.578*** 16.230**

8.839** 10.482*

5.968** 5.952

13.023** 0.000

28.733*** 1.773

15.535** 0.495

11.146** 0.808

Feeling Reactivity 8.875** 19.049*** 61.718*** 12.191**

Spontaneity 10.844*** 15.814** 16.704** 0.012

Self Regard

Self Acceptance

Nature of Man Constructive

Synergy

3.158* 5.998

3.426* 2.079

5.244* 6.097

6.178** 11.637**

2.939

6.829*

9.304*

5.937

0.540

1.372

0.333

0.950

Acceptance of Aggression 10.299*** 11.037** 18.376*** 0.930

Capacity for Intimate
Contact

Locus of Control

Adjective Check List

Self/Ideal Discrepancy

6.486**

3.984*

6.503**

5.435

5.756

6.907*

12.558**

6.190

11. 922*

1.470

0.008

0.680

Positive Self Description

* p<.05
** p<.Ol

*** p<.OOl

10.000*** 10.794* 18.242*** 0.971
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It had been predicted that changes for members of the marathon

would not maintain on the followup. Contrary to prediction it was

found that all changes for members between the pre-test and the post

test were maintained or increased in level of significance on the

followup, and five additional dependent measures were significant:

Self-Actualizing Value (F=8.3654, p<.IO), Spontaneity (F=6.4004,

p.<.lO), Self Regard (F=7.l492, p<.05), Self Acceptance (F=5.9986,

p<.lO), and Acceptance of Aggression (F=12.44Il, p<.Ol). On these

scales changes continued to increase after the groups were over.

These results are shown in Table 11.

To summarize, between group analysis of variance found three

post-test significant differences between the twice-weekly groups and

the marathons. Members of the twice-weekly groups were significantly

more flexible in application of values, saw people as more constructive,

and had a more internal locus of control than members of the marathons.

These differences failed to maintain on the followup. Groups-by-

trials analysis of variance found that between the pre-test and the

followup the members of the twice-weekly groups had significantly more

long-term changes in the direction of greater time competency than

members of the marathons. Repeated measures analyses of variance and

Scheffe multiple comparisons show that the members of the twice-weekly

groups changed significantly from pre-test to post-test on every

dependent measure except Self-Acceptance and showed changes on the

following scales which the members of the marathons did not: Time

Competence (F=13.0227, p<.Ol), Self-Actualizing Value (F=lO.482l,

p<.05), Spontaneity (F=15.8l4l, p<.Ol), Self Regard F=5.998l, p<.lO),
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TABLE 11

Repeated Measures F-Ratios for Marathon Groups:
Across Trials, and Adjusted Pre/Post, Pre/Followup,

Post/Followup Within Group Comparisons

Scale
Overall
F-Ratio

Pre/Post
F-Ratio

Pre/Follow Post/
F-Ratio Follow

F-Ratio

Personal Orientation Inventory (POI)

Time Competence

Inner Directedness

Self-Actualizing Value

Existentiality

Feeling Reactivity

Spontaneity

Self Regard

Self Acceptance

Nature of Man Constructive

Synergy

1.213

13.610*** 11.995**

4.182* 2.091

11.536*** 6.434

5.601** 8.683*

3.222* 2.090

3.872* 4.021

3.205* 3.173

1.388

1.543

26.123*** 2.715

8.365* 2.091

23.053*** 5.129

8.114* 0.010

6.400 1.175

7.149* 0.447

5.999 0.446

Acceptance of Aggression

Capacity for Intimate
Contact

Locus of Control

Adjective Check List

6.277**

9.071**

0.697

4.233

9.512*

12.441**

16.699**

2.160

1.005

Self/Ideal Discrepancy

Positive Self Description

* p<.05
** p<.Ol

*** p<.OOl

6.819**

4.988*

7.521*

5.424

12.345** 0.595

9.084* 0.469
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Nature of Man Constructive (F=6.0969, p<.IO), Synergy (F=II.6270,

p<.OI), Acceptance of Aggression (F=II.0370, p<.OI), and Rotter's Locus

of Control (F=5.7557, p<.IO). Between the pre-test and followup the

twice-weekly members had significant changes on all dependent measures

except Self Regard, which did change significantly for members of the

marathon (F=7.1492, p<.05). Four other scales changed significantly

only for members of the twice-weekly groups between the pre-test and

the followup: Time Competence (F=13.0227, p<.OI), Nature of Man

Constructive (F=9.3037, p<.05), Synergy (F=5.9370, p<.IO), and Rotter's

Locus of Control (F=6.1896, p<.IO).

Leader Differences

Differences in effectiveness of pairs of leaders were investigated

by different statistical analyses. Two-by-two analyses of variance

were conducted on the post-test and followup to find leader differences

and to look at time format/leader interaction. Groups-by-trials

analyses of variance were carried out to examine leader interaction

across time. Finally repeated measures within group comparisons were

performed to investigate how much members changed. Findings suggest

that while both pairs of leaders were effective, members of groups led

by Leaders A changed significantly on more scales than members of

groups led by Leaders B.

The two-by-two analyses of variance of the post-test and followup

(see Table 12) found members of Leaders A groups to be significantly

more time competent than members of Leaders B groups on both the post

test (F=4.078l, p<.05) and on the followup (F=5.8847, p<.05).

However, there were no significant leader/time format interactions on
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TABLE 12

Comparison of Pre-Test, Post-Test, and Fo11owup Means for the
Combined Leader A Groups and the Combined Leader B Groups

on the POI, I-E, and ACL

Combined Combined
Scales Leaders A Leaders B F-Ratio

Groups Groups

Personal Orientation Inventory (POI)

Time Competence Pre-test 15.64 14.22 2.035
Post-test 17.36 15.44 4.078*
Fo11owup 17.29 14.89 5.885*

Inner Directedness Pre-test 82.71 81.50 0.061
Post-test 90.14 88.00 0.226
Fo11owup 92.50 91.06 0.094

Self-Actualizing Value Pre-test 18.86 19.00 0.011
Post-test 21.00 19.50 1.843
Followup 21.43 20.33 0.879

Existentiality Pre-test 20.36 18.67 0.962
Post-test 21.71 21.28 0.102
Followup 22.64 22.72 0.002

Feeling Reactivity Pre-test 15.36 15.67 0.084
Post-test 17.43 16.83 0.289
Followup 17.36 17.72 0.209

Spontaneity Pre-test 10.36 11.22 0.662
Post-test 12.43 12.28 0.026
Fo11owup 12.79 12.56 0.055

Self Regard Pre-test 10.93 10.78 0.021
Post-test 12.21 11.72 0.534
Fo11owup 12.57 11.39 1. 747

Self Acceptance Pre-test 15.57 14.94 0.246
Post-test 16.71 16.28 0.099
Followup 17.50 16.89 0.167

Nature of Man Pre-test 11.93 12.00 0.011
Constructive Post-test 12.79 12.22 0.648

Followup 12.93 12.83 0.016
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TABLE 12 (continued) Comparison of Pre-Test, Post-Test, and
Fo11owup Means for the Combined Leader A
Groups and the Combined Leader B groups on
the POI, I-E, and ACL

Combined Combined
Scales Leaders A Leaders B F-Ratio

Groups Groups

Synergy Pre-test 6.71 6.55 0.086
Post-test 7.36 6.94 0.790
Fo11owup 7.57 6.94 1.323

Acceptance of Pre-test 14.43 15.94 1.590
Agression Post-test 17.29 16.61 0.312

Fo11owup 18.00 17.39 0.269

Capacity for Intimate Pre-test 17.86 17.06 0.251
Contact Post-test 19.14 19.67 0.104

Fo11owup 20.57 20.00 0.135

Locus of Control Pre-test 10.57 11.00 0.061
Post-test 9.86 9.67 0.014
Fo11owup 8.29 10.39 1.319

Adjective Check List

Self/Ideal Discrepancy Pre-test 8.71 10.22 0.547
Post-test 6.57 7.28 0.167
Fo11owup 5.71 6.56 0.289

Positive Self Pre-test 15.50 14.11 2.090
Description Post-test 16.86 15.67 1.195

Fo11owup 17.07 16.28 0.541

* p<.05
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the post-test or followup on any of the dependent measures, indicating

that differences in effectiveness between marathons and twice-weekly

groups were probably not related to differences in leaders.

Groups-by-trials analysis of variance found significant inter

action between leaders on one variable: Acceptance of Aggression

(F=4.l29, p<.05) (see Table 13). Dunn's (1961) multiple comparison

procedure found that the significant interaction occurred between the

pre-test and the post-test. Members of groups led by Leaders A had

significantly larger gains between the pre-test and the post-test in

accepting aggressive feelings (F=6.776, p<.05) than members of groups

led by Leaders B.

Repeated measures within group comparisons (see Table 14) indicate

that members of groups led by Leaders A and Leaders B both changed

positively. Members of groups led by Leaders A changed significantly

on the following scales: Time Competency (F=5. 539, p<. 01), Inner

Directedness (F=17.722, p<.OOOl), Self-Actualizing Value (F=l5.903,

p<.OOOl), Existentiality (F=7.l83, p<.Ol), Feeling Reactivity (F=8.ll6,

p<.Ol), Spontaneity (F=11.695, p<.OOl), Self Regard (F=4.729, p<.05),

Synergy (F=4.588, p<.OS), Acceptance of Aggression (F=16.844, p<.OOOl),

Capacity for Intimate Contact (F=6.993, p<.Ol), Rotter's Locus of

Control (F=S.266, p<.05), Self/Ideal Discrepancy (F=5.680, p<.Ol), and

Positive Self Description (F=4.879, p<.05).

Members of groups led by Leaders B also changed in positive

directions. They changed significantly on Inner Directedness

(F=l3.3l6, p<.OOl), Existentiality (F=9.466, p<.OOl), Feeling

Reactivity (F=6.269, p<.Ol), Spontaneity (F=3.406, p<.05), Self
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TABLE 13

Combined Leaders A Versus Combined Leaders B:
Groups-by-Trials Interaction F-Rations: Across Trials and

Adjusted Pre/Post, Pre/Followup, and Post/Followup Interaction

Scale
Overall
Inter
Action
F-Ratio

Pre/Post
Inter
Action
F-Ratio

Pre/Follow
Inter
Action
F-Ratio

Post/
Follow
Inter
Action
R-Ratio

Personal Orientation Inventory (POI)

Time Competence 0.753

Inner Directedness 0.072

Self-Actualizing Value 2.135

Existentiality 1.145

Feeling Reactivity 0.830

Spontaneity 1.137

Self Acceptance 0.019

Nature of Man Constructive 0.665

Synergy 0.607

Acceptance of Aggression 4.129*

Capacity for Intimate
Contact 0.893

Locus Of Control 2.461

Adjective Check List

Self/Ideal Discrepancy 0.181

Positive Self Description 0.342

* p<.05

0.320

0.175

3.496

1.487

1.352

0.205

0.042

1.478

0.352

6.776*

2.313

0.403

0.263

0.068

1.397

0.000

1.875

1.420

0.003

2.132

0.000

0.079

1.238

5.893

0.031

1.961

0.170

0.506

0.526

0.098

0.357

0.246

1.611

1. 215

0.023

0.614

0.256

0.006

1.449

4.994

0.017

0.614
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TABLE 14

Repeated Measures Across Trials for
Combined Leader A Groups and Combined Leader B Groups

Scales
Leader A Groups

F-Ratio
Leader B Groups

F-Ratio

Personal Orientation Inventory (POI)

Time Competence

Inner Directedness

Self-Actualizing Value

Existentiality

Feeling Reactivity

Spontaneity

Self Regard

Self Acceptance

Nature of Man Constructive

Synergy

Acceptance of Aggression

Capacity for Intimate Contact

Locus of Control

Adjective Check List

5.539** 2.586

17.732** 13.316***

15.903*** 2.351

7.183** 9.466***

8.116** 6.269**

11.965*** 3.406*

4.729* 2.434

2.529 4.019*

3.156 2.613

4.588* 1.139

16.844*** 3.177*

6.993** 9.403***

5.266* 1.555

Self/Ideal Discrepancy

Positive Self Description

* p<.05

** p<.Ol

5.680**

4.879*

7.069**

10.322***

*** p<.OOl
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Acceptance (F=4.0l9, p<.OS), Acceptance of Aggression (F=3.ll7, p<.OS),

Capacity for Intimate Contact (F=9.403, p<.OOl), Self/Ideal Discrepancy

(F=7.069, p<.Ol), and Positive Self Description (F=lO.322, p<.OOl).

Members of groups led by Leaders A changed significantly on 13

dependent measures, while members of groups led by Leaders B changed

significantly on nine dependent measures. However, since the two-by

two analyses of variance of the post-test and the followup found no

significant interactions between the leaders and the time format, it

is likely that differences in effectiveness of leaders did not affect

differences in time formats.

Differences in Arousal Level

It was hypothesized that members of the marathons would have

significantly higher over-all arousal than the members of the twice

weekly groups. The group arousal estimates were arrived at by system

atically sampling group members resistance readings throughout the

group, using a procedure suggested by Berry (1962), converting each

reading to skin conductance, as suggested by Lader and Wing (1966),

averaging the conductance readings for an average conductance reading

for each group member, and expressing each member's skin conductance

as a percentage of his previously estimated range of skin conductance,

a procedure advocated by Lykken and Venables (1971). The higher the

group member's percentage of average skin conductance is of his skin

conductance range, the more aroused the group member is.

A two-by-two analysis of variance found that contrary to

prediction the members of the marathon groups had significantly lower

percentages of skin conductance dllring the groups than the twice-weekly
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groups (F=6.8l2l, p<.0138). Members of the twice-weekly groups were

on the average significantly more aroused than members of the

marathons.

Changes in Skin Conductance

To investigate changes in arousal level at different times during

the groups, an average percentage of skin conductance range scores was

computed for each three hour meeting for each of the members of the

twice-weekly groups and for each three hour time block for each of the

members of the marathons. Thus for all groups the total 24 hours of

treatment time was divided into eight blocks of three hours each, and

the average skin conductance range score for each member was computed

for each block of time. The average group percentage of skin conduct

ance range scores for each three hour period are shown in Figure 2.

These data were analyzed by two statistical procedures: trend

analyses for each group to find the trend in changes in arousal across

time, and a two-by-two analysis of variance for each three hour block

of time to find differences in arousal between the marathon and the

spaced groups, differences between leaders, and time/format leader

interaction at different time periods during the groups.

For the trend analysis a repeated measures analysis of variance

was first carried out across the eight blocks of time for each group

to determine if the average percentage of skin conductance range

scores changed significantly at different times during the group.

All four treatment groups had significant skin conductance change

during the groups.
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Linear, quadratic, and cubic trend analyses were carried out on

the skin conductance data for each group to see which predictive

equation, a straight line, a U-shaped curve, or an S-shaped curve, is

best fit for the data.

The first twice-weekly group had a significant quadratic trend

(F=8.2S42, p<.Ol) and a significant cubic trend (F=6.883, p<.OS),

indicating high arousal in the initial meetings, followed by lower

arousal in the middle sessions, and high arousal during the last

meetings. The other twice-weekly group had a significant linear

trend (F=4.4l, p<.OS) and a significant quadratic trend (F=18.70,

p<.OOl), indicating a slight drop in arousal in the middle sessions

followed by heightened arousal in the last two sessions.

The first marathon had a significant quadratic trend (F=29.73l8,

p<.OOl), indicating that arousal levels dropped during the middle

hours of the marathon and increased again toward the end of the group.

The other marathon had a significant linear trend (F=9.63, p<.Ol) of

decreasing arousal levels.

There were significant differences in arousal between the

marathons and twice-weekly groups during four different three hour

time blocks. For each time period the twice-weekly groups were

significantly W0re aroused. During hours 7 to 9 (F=4.9784, p<.OS)

and hours 10 to 12 (F=4.S609, p<.OS) the twice-weekly groups were

significantly more aroused. Also during the last six hours of the

groups, the twice-weekly groups were significantly more aroused:

hours 19 to 21 (F=lS.93l0, p<.OOl) and hours 22 to 24 (F=22.300S,

p<.OOl). There were significant leader differences for Block 1
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(F=4.5537, P .05), Block 4 (F=5.948l, P .05), and Block 5 (F=4.6533,

P .05). For each of these time periods groups led by Leaders B were

significantly more aroused than members of groups led by Leaders A.

All groups were marked by lower levels of arousal in the middle

parts of the group than were found in the beginning. The twice-weekly

groups had sharply increased arousal levels in the last sessions,

while the marathons in the later sessions had lower levels of arousal.

The claims by Stoller (1968) that tension continues to increase

during a marathon are not supported by the data. In fact arousal

levels dropped in both marathons.

Relationship Between Arousal Level and Gain Scores on the Dependent

Measures

It was predicted that there would be a significant curvilinear

relationship between treatment SIS pre/post and pre/followup gain

scores on the 15 dependent measures and their average percentage of

skin conductance scores, such that extreme low and extreme high

average arousal would be associated with small gains on the dependent

measures, and moderate levels of average arousal would be associated

with larger gains on the dependent measures.

To test the relationship between arousal level and change on the

dependent measures, two regression analyses were carried out. First,

a best fit linear regression equation was computed to predict the

linear relationship between each pre/post and pre/followup gain score

and the average arousal level, and it was tested if this linear

regression equation significantly increased prediction of a linear

relationship above change, or if it significantly reduced error
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variance. Secondly, a best fit curvilinear regression equation was

computed for each pre/post and pre/followup gain score and the

average arousal level, and it was tested if this curvilinear regression

equation significantly increased prediction of a curvilinear relation

ship above chance, or if it significantly reduced error variance.

No significant linear or curvilinear relationships were found

between the average arousal level and the pre/post or pre/followup

gain scores on any of the dependent measures. These results are shown

in Table IS.
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TABLE 15

Linear and Curvilinear Regression Analyses F-Ratios of
Pre/Post and Pre/Fo1lowup Dependent Measure Gain Scores

and Average Skin Conductances

Lin.Regr.
Pre/Post
Gain Scores
F-Ratios

Lin.Regr.
Pre/Follow
Gain Scores
F-Ratios

Curv.Regr.
Pre/Post
Gain Scores
F-Ratios

Curv.Regr.
Pre/Follow
Gain Scores
F-Ratios

Personal Orientation Inventory (POI)

Time Competence

Inner Directedness

0.999

1.009

1.028

0.972

0.971

0.976

1.000

0.949

Self-Actualizing Value 0.974

Existentiality 0.968

Feeling Reactivity 1.054

Spontaneity 0.993

Self Regard 1.032

Self Acceptance 0.970

Nature of Man
Constructive 0.996

Synergy 0.971

Acceptance of
Agression 1.143

Capacity for Intimate
Contact 1.053

Locus of Control 0.970

Adjective Check List

1.001

0.968

1.037

0.992

1.060

0.971

1.120

1.067

1.111

1.057

1.006

0.990

0.941

1.029

0.960

0.999

0.954

0.963

0.951

1.107

1.085

0.950

0.969

0.964

1.018

0.963

1.036

0.940

1.095

1.040

1.077

1.091

0.978

Self/Ideal Discrep.

Positive Self Descr.

1.022

1.114

1.001

1.142

0.988

1.080

0.970

1.104
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CHAPTER IV

DISCUSSION

The Effects of Treatment Compared ~o the Control Group

The data give only limited support to the conclusion that the

encounter groups were effective in changing their members. Scheffe

multiple comparisons following significant repeated measures analyses

of variance indicated that members of the encounter groups changed

significantly between the pre-test and post-test on every dependent

measure except Nature of Man Constructive, and when measuring between

the pre-test and the two month followup, group members changed

significantly on all of the 15 dependent measures. While these

findings suggest that the encounter groups may have caused the changes

in the group members, the changes could also be due to maturation

(changes in members unrelated to the encounter groups) or history

(changes caused by specific events other than the groups).

Repeated measures analyses of variance and Scheffe multiple com

parisons for the control group show that members of the control group

changed significantly between the pre-test and the post-test on one

scale, Self Acceptance (F=ll.05l6, P<.05) and changed significantly

between the pre-test and followup on four scales: Inner Directedness

(F=4.3l5, p<.05), Existentiality (F=7.3l5, P<.05), Self-Acceptance

(F=6.6l6, p<.Ol), and Self/Ideal Discrepancy (F=5.354, p<.05). The

control group was not stable across time. Because control group

members changed on some scales without treatment, it seems quite
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likely that significant changes in the members of the treatment groups

were not due entirely to membership in the encounter groups.

T-test comparisons of the combined treatment groups and the

control group on the post-test and fol1owup found no significant

differences between those who participated in groups and those who

didn't. Since the control group changed significantly on some

dimensions, members of the encounter groups would have to have made

large changes over and above the control group changes for there to

be significant differences between treatment and control. This did

not occur.

There were no overall significant differences in gain scores

between the treatment groups and the control group. Comparing pre/

post gain scores between the combined treatment groups and the control

group, which were adjusted by Dunn's (1961) multiple comparison

procedure, members of the encounter groups changed significantly more

than members of the control group immediately after the group experi

ence on one dependent measure, Feeling Reactivity (F=6.268, p<.Ol).

Members of the treatment groups had significantly greater gains

immediately after the group in being sensitive to their own needs and

feelings than members of the control. Further, the Spontaneity

(F=3.869, p<.OS) and Acceptance of Agression (F=4.388, p<.OS) scales

had significantly greater pre/post gains for the treatment groups

when Dunn's (1961) multiple comparison procedure was not used. These

findings must be interpreted cautiously because of the increased

likelihood of making a Type I error. These gains did not remain

significant on the followup. These results indicate that members of
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the treatment group may have changed more than members of the control

on these dimensions, immediately after treatment.

Changes in the control group may well be a major factor in the

lack of significant differences between the treatment and control

groups. Significant changes in the control group are probably not due

to measurement error, but rather indicate the control group actually

changed, since the test-retest reliability coefficients for the

dependent measures, as reported in Chapter II, are reasonably high.

There are several possible explanations for changes in the

control group. Because many members of the control and treatment

groups were students in classes oriented toward personal development,

they would be expected to undergo some positive personal changes as a

result of their classroom experiences. In many cases the goals of the

classes and goals of the encounter groups were similar. Because

control group members were not participating in an encounter group,

while indicating a desire to do so, some control group members may have

become more involved in their classroom experiences as a substitute

for the encounter group experience. This could lead to similar

personal changes for members of the control group as for members of

the encounter groups.

Another explanation for positive changes in the control group is

that the people assigned to the control group underwent three hours of

testing and waited over three months to have their group. Six members

originally assigned to the control group dropped out of the experiment,

apparently either because they were unwilling to wait that long or

because they were unwilling to fill out the m~asures that many times
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without a group. Members that stayed in the control group would seem

to be either people who wanted very much to be in a group (in which

case they might have spent the three months until the group started

finding other means to undergo personal change), or they would be

people with strong needs to please or be helpful, which might lead to

answering the dependent measures in ways that are "helpful" to the

experimenter, a Hawthorne effect. Changes in the control group which

may well be caused by factors not affecting members of the encounter

groups, decrease the likelihood of finding significant differences

between members of the encounter groups and members of the control.

Consequently, although there are indications that the encounter groups

changed their members on every dimension measured, this cannot be

concluded with a high degree of certainty.

Lack of significant differences between the treatment group and

the control may in part be due to a lack of statistical power. Since

significant between group differences would allow an experimenter to

make stronger conclusions about the effect of encounter group treat

ment on group participants, procedures for increasing the likelihood

of finding significant differences between the members of the

encounter group and members of the control group are suggested. First,

the sample size could be increased. In this study the sample size was

41 subjects placed in five groups. If the sample size were increased

and the numbers of groups increased to maintain approximately 10

subjects per group, the probabilities of finding significant differ

ences between treatment and control groups would be increased if there

are actual differences. Secondly, the high dropout rate from the
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control group due to delayed treatment could be anticipated, so that

a higher proportion of the original sample could be assigned to the

control. The control group size would be larger, and the likelihood

of finding significant differences between the treatment groups and

the control group would be increased. The length of treatment could

also be increased to 36 or 48 hours, thereby increasing actual differ

ences between the treatment and control and increasing the likelihood

of finding significant differences. These procedures are suggested

for future studies in the area.

Marathons vs. Twice-Weekly Meetings

A two-by-two analysis of variance of the post-test found three

scales on which the twice-weekly groups were significantly superior to

the marathons: Existentiality (F=S.S673, p<.OS), Nature of Man

Constructive (F=4.9934, p<.OS), and the I-E scale (F=2.746, p<.OS).

This indicates that members of the twice-weekly groups were signifi

cantly more flexible in the application of their values to living,

they were more able to see people as basically good, and they saw

themselves as being more in control of their fates immediately after

the groups were over.

Further, Scheffe multiple comparisons of repeated measures

analyses of variance for the twice-weekly groups and the marathons

show that members of the twice-weekly groups changed significantly

between the pre-test and the post-test on significantly more dependent

measures (X2=9.6, p<.OI) than the members of the marathons. The

members of the twice-weekly groups changed significantly on every

dependent variable except Self Acceptance immediately after the group
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experience, and they showed significant changes on the following

scales that the members of the marathons did not: Time Competence,

Self-Actualizing Value, Spontaneity, Self-Regard, Nature of Man

Constructive, Synergy, Acceptance of Aggression, and Locus of Control.

These results do not support the prediction that the marathons would

be more effective than the twice-weekly groups in changing members

immediately after the group experience.

It was argued that marathons prOdtlCe conditions that arc optimal

for greater immediate change in members than for members of spaced

groups. Specifically, it was expected that marathons would produce

higher levels of arousal, and members experiencing higher, more optimal

levels of arousal would undergo greater immediate change. The data

indicate that in fact the twice-weekly groups produced both signifi

cantly higher overal arousal than the marathons and members of the

twice-weekly groups had significant changes on more dependent measures.

An analysis of the percentage of skin conductance range scores

indicate that contrary to expectation, the members of the marathons

were on the average significantly less aroused than members of the

twice-weekly groups (F=6.8l2l, p<.0138).

Stoller (1968) claims that tension continues to increase as the

marathon progresses rather than dropping off as happens in spaced

groups. The data do not support this claim. Following significant

repeated measures analyses of variance, trend analyses of the

percentage of skin conductance range for members of the marathons

indicate that arousal levels dropped for both marathons rather than

increasing to higher levels. One marathon had a significant linear

trend (F=9.63, p<.Ol) of decreasing arousal levels. The other
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marathon had a significant quadratic trend (F=29.73l8, p<.OOl),

indicating that arousal levels dropped during the middle hours of the

marathon and increased again toward the end of the group. Increased

levels of arousal do not seem to occur in the marathon experience,

and in fact the marathons are marked by low levels of arousal instead.

The trend analyses for the twice-weekly groups indicate that

members' arousal levels tended also to drop in the middle sessions,

but they dropped less than the arousal levels of the members of the

marathons and their last two sessions were marked by high levels of

arousal in contrast to the marathons. One twice-weekly group had a

significant linear trend (F=4.4l, p<.OS) as well as a significant

quadratic trend (F=18.70, p<.OOl), indicating a slight drop in arousal

in the middle sessions followed by heightened arousal in the last two

sessions. The other twice-weekly group had a significant quadratic

trend (F=8.2S, p<.Ol) and a significant cubic trend (F=6.883, p<.OS),

indicating higher arousal in the initial meetings, followed by lower

arousal in the middle sessions and high arousal during the last

meetings.

During hours 7 to 9 and 10 to 12 the members of the marathon were

significantly less aroused than members of the spaced groups. Members

of the marathon may possibly feel more comfortable and more relaxed

sooner than members of the twice-weekly groups, or lower levels of

arousal may be occurring for marathon members, because these hours

were between 2:00 a.m. and 8:00 a.m., times when members would

ordinarily be expected to be sleeping.
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In the last two three hour time periods, the spaced group members

were also significantly more aroused than members of the marathons.

This is a very critical time in encounter groups, since the group

leaders are typically focusing on encouraging group members to

assimilate and integrate the learning that has taken place in the

group. Further, there is an emphasis on transferring the learning

that has occurred in the encounter group to the outside world.

Members are encouraged to look at how their relationships with people

outside the group might be expected to change. If high arousal is in

fact facilitative for learning in encounter groups, then members of

spaced groups may have an advantage in integrating their learning and

transferring their learning to the outside world immediately after the

group is over, because they have significantly higher arousal in the

last hours of the groups. This is a possible explanation for why the

members of twice-weekly groups were significantly more flexible in the

application of their values to living, more able to see people as

basically good, and saw themselves as more in control of their fates

than members of the marathons immediately after the group experience.

The claims of the proponents of the marathon group that their

group is more effective are not supported by the findings of this

study. Further, their major justification for why the marathons should

be more effective, that marathons produce higher levels of arousal, was

not supported either. In fact on some dimensions the twice-weekly

groups were significantly more effective and had significantly higher

levels of arousal.
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The following reasons are possible explanations for why the

members of the twice-weekly groups had significantly higher average

arousal levels than members of the marathons.

First, because the twice-weekly groups met only for three hours,

the members did not have time to get tired. Members of the marathons

were involved in groups that were meeting partly when they would

ordinarily be sleeping, and this could have had the effect of making

them extremely tired.

Secondly, the members of the twice-weekly groups may have been

highly aroused because the interim between groups allowed time to

build anticipation and arousal level for the next group. At each new

meeting members may be experiencing feelings that have been brewing

over a period of days or weeks and therefore have high intensity.

Further, members have had several days to wonder what will happen in

the next group, and this anticipation could lead to high arousal.

Thirdly, the "no tormorrow" feeling in marathons which supposedly

leads to a sense of urgency may actually exert more influence on the

twice-weekly members. The member of the marathon may be thinking, "I

have 20 more hours to go, so there is no need to get involved in the

group, yet. I have to last 20 more hours, and there is still plenty of

time to get what I want from the group." On the other hand the member

of the twice-weekly group may be thinking, "I have only two hours left

to deal with what's bothering me, or I'll have to wait for the next

meeting." The sense of urgency may be higher in the twice-weekly

group.
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Finally, the members of the twice-weekly groups may have had

higher levels of arousal because spreading the meetings out over a

period of weeks allows members to relate learning to the back-home

setting, and as relationships change outside of the group, they

continue to provide new material for the encounter group. New

developments can keep the groups interesting for their members. In

the marathon, however, checking out changes in the back-home setting

cannot occur, and therefore the material for group focus is more

limited and possibly less interesting.

Members of the twice-weekly groups underwent larger positive

changes than the members of the marathons, and they also hadsignifi

cantly higher levels of arousal. This would suggest that higher

arousal in groups is associated with larger personal gains. However,

neither a linear nor a curvilinear regression equation significantly

increased prediction above chance of a relationship between arousal

level and pre/post or pre/followup gain scores for group members.

Findings in other areas of learning would suggest that members

with extremely high arousal and those with extremely low arousal would

have less personal gain than those in the middle ranges of arousal.

There are several possible explanations for why this relationship was

not found.

First, the estimates of each group member's personal gain used

in the regression equations may not have been the best estimates of

personal gain. In this study a regression equation was calculated for

each dependent measure and the overall percentage of skin conductance

range score. It is possible that some weighted combination of
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different dependent measures could be a more accurate estimate of

personal change, and this estimate might have a significant relation

ship with the arousal level.

Secondly, this study used the 24 hour average arousal level for

each member, an overall measure of arousal. It could be that learning

in an encounter group takes place only at certain critical times, and

that the arousal level only at these times is important in determining

the amount of positive change. For example a member could be highly

aroused for one half hour of the 24 hour group, during which time the

member is dealing with some unresolved conflict. The member's high

arousal at this time could be a critical component of large amounts

of learning, even though that person's arousal level for the rest of

the group and his overall estimate of arousal could be low.

Thirdly, it is possible that the relationship between arousal

and learning in encounter groups is curvilinear, but in these encounter

groups there were no people consistently in the extreme upper or lower

ranges of arousal; the range of arousal scores may be truncated

leading to a lack of significant relationship. Some members averaged

near the top of their estimated range while others averaged near the

bottom, but nobody was consistently well above or below their

estimated range. If this possible explanation of the lack of signif

icant relationship between arousal and encounter group learning is

true, it would suggest that there is a fairly broad range of arousal

levels which allow for affective learning. It would also seem likely

that regardless of whether leading a marathon or a spaced group, a

leader would work toward moderating many of the extremes of arousal
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which would appear to be non-productive. Luft (1970) argues that

arousal level is a variable that can be manipuled in a group. If this

is so, a group leader might well stimulate a member about to fall

asleep and calm a member who is overly anxious, regardless of the

group time distribution. A curvilinear relationship may not have been

found because the group leaders may have worked to moderate extremes

of arousal.

A fourth possibility is that there is in fact no relationship

between arousal and encounter group learning, unlike other area of

learning. This interpretation of the data would indicate that there is

not an "optimal range" of arousal for encounter groups, and arousal

level is not an important variable in groups. A group member may learn

well in a relaxed state, a highly aroused state, or anywhere in between.

The relationship between arousal and encounter learning is an area

for further research. The finding in this study that members in twice

weekly groups had significantly higher arousal and had larger personal

gains than members of the marathons on some dependent measures suggests

that there might be a relationship. Further research could investigate

if there is an optimal range of arousal, and if there is, is it constant

across a wide variety of encounter group variables, or is the optimal

range different for different leader styles, group member character

istics, group goals, or time distributions? If there is a significant

relationship between arousal and encounter group learning, areas for

further investigation are to determine if the relationship is causal,

does changing group member arousal level change what they learn

in the group, and what are effective ways to manipulate group members'

arousal levels.
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It was predicted on the basis of findings in other areas of

learning that members of the spaced groups would maintain their

immediate changes on the 15 dependent variables on a two month follow

up, while members of the marathon groups would maintain less of their

changes on the two month followup. It was expected that learning

acquired under conditions of massed time would be fairly quickly

forgotten after the groups were over.

There were no significant differences between members of the

twice-weekly groups and members of the marathons on the followup

although three dependent measures approached significance favoring the

twice-weekly groups. The twice-weekly groups did have significantly

larger gains in time competency between the pre-test and the followup

than members of the marathon. This suggests that the "here-and-now"

focus of the spaced groups was better integrated into the "back-home"

setting than for the marathons. Change on this dimension may need to

occur over a period of time in the context of the periodic reinforce

ment found in spaced groups.

Repeated measures analyses of variance showed that the members of

the twice-weekly groups changed significantly between the pre-test

and the post-test on all 15 dependent measures except one, Self

Acceptance. Between the pre-test and the two month followup all

scales except Self Regard underwent significant change for members of

the twice-weekly groups, and nine of the scales were significant at a

higher level of significance than between the pre-test and the post

test. These findings suggest that members of the spaced groups

either maintained or increased their changes on the followup.
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Between the pre-test and the followup the members of the

marathons changed significantly on 11 out of 15 scales, while the

members of the twice-weekly group changed significantly on 14 out of

15 scales. While members of the marathons changed significantly on

Self Regard, and members of the twice-weekly did not, marathon members

also showed long-term significant changes on Inner Directedness, Self

Actualizing Value, Existentiality, Feeling Reactivity, Spontaneity,

Self Acceptance, Acceptance of Aggression, Capacity for Intimate

Contact, Self/Ideal Discrepancy, and Self Positive. In addition the

members of the twice-weekly groups changed significantly on Time

Competence, Nature of Man Constructive, Synergy, and Locus of Control.

Members of the twice-weekly groups had significant long-term changes

on three more dimensions than the members of the marathon.

Between the pre-test and the followup the members of the

marathons changed significantly on five scales that did not change

between the pre-test and the post-test. Further, five out of six

scales that were originally significant between the pre-test and the

post-test were significant on the followup at a higher level of

significance. This suggests that for Inner Directedness, Self

Actualizing Value, Existentiality, Spontaneity, Self Regard, Self

Acceptance, Acceptance of Aggression, Capacity for Intimate Contact,

Self/Ideal Discrepancy, and Positive Self Description, members of the

marathons continued to change after the groups were over. Rather than

quickly forgetting the learning that had occurred as measured

immediately after the group, the members of the groups continued to

change after the groups were over, a "hibernation effect." It could
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be that members of the marathons take some period of time to integrate

their encounter group learning into the "back-home" setting, and the

changes on the two month followup indicate that this integration has

occurred to a greater degree after a period of time than immediately

after group.

Application of encounter group learning to the back-home setting

may start earlier in the development of the group for spaced group

members since their group meetings are interspersed with periods of

time during which the members are relating to people outside the

group. If this is so, integration of learning into daily life should

be more complete for members of the spaced group at the end of their

groups than for members of the marathons. Members of the spaced

groups have the advantage that if new patterns of behavior are not

working in the outside world, the group is there to give support and

work out other alternatives. If new behavior patterns for members of

the marathon are not reinforced in the outside world, it would seem

likely that marathon members would revert to old patterns of behavior.

The "hibernation effect," increases two months after the marathons are

over, suggests that changes in members were supported in the outside

environment and were more permanent than had been expected.

An interesting area for further research would be to look at

change more long-term than two months after the groups were over.

For instance, six months or a year after the groups are changes still

continuing, have they leveled off, or have the changes failed to main

tain? Are there differences in retention of learning between members

of the different time formats when measuring differences a year after

the groups?
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The optimal time distribution for encounter group learning is an

area which needs much more research. In further research the wide

range of possible time distributions could be examined. For instance,

the spaced group could meet anywhere from five hours daily to one hour

every two weeks, and the marathons could meet all in one day, split

the total time between two weekends, or meet for 20 hours one day and

have a four hour followup a week or a month later. Similarly the

effects of combining the marathon and the spaced group could be

investigated.

Another possibility that might well be worth experimental invest

igation is that the marathon could be more effective with certain

popUlations, while the spaced group could be more effective with

others. If different people have different optimal time distributions,

then the time distribution for a group could be chosen to be maximally

effective for that particular group of people.

There may be interaction between the time distribution of

encounter groups and leadership styles and group orientations. For

instance an intrapersonal leader style, in which the group leader

focuses on the intrapsychic processes within a group member, may be

most effective with one time distribution, while an interpersonal

group leader style, in which the leader works primarily to facilitate

communication between group members, may be most effective with

another encounter group time distribution. Clearly there is a number

of areas for further research.
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CHAPTER V

SUMMARY

The purposes of this study were to compare the effectiveness of

marathons and spaced groups in producing personal changes in their

members immediately after the group and on a two month fo11owup, to

examine differences in arousal level, as measured by skin conductance,

between marathon members and twice-weekly group members, and finally

to investigate the relationship between the amount of changes members

undergo on different personality measures and their overall average

arousal in the encounter groups.

Proponents of the marathon argue that the conditions of the

marathon produce high levels of arousal which is more conducive to

personal change than lower levels of arousal found in spaced groups.

Empirical investigations of marathons and spaced groups have shown

that both formats can be effective in producing change in their

members, however, studies specifically comparing the relative effect

iveness of massed and spaced groups have shown inconclusive results,

primarily because of methodological problems. Further, it has not

been shown that the marathons in fact produce higher levels of arousal

than spaced groups, or that arousal is an important variable in

encounter group learning. Findings in other areas of learning suggest

that moderate levels of arousal produce the most learning, and it was

expected that this relationship would apply to encounter group learning.

Findings in other areas of learning also suggest that learning

acquired under conditions of spaced practice is retained longer than
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learning acquired under conditions of massed practice. This would

suggest that changes for members of marathon groups would not be

maintained for a length of time after the groups were over.

In this study 41 students at the University of Hawaii were

randomly assigned to five groups: two twice-weekly groups, which met

eight times twice-weekly for three hours each time; two marathons,

which met continuously for 24 hours; or a non-treatment control.

There were two pairs of experienced leaders, each pair leading one

twice-weekly and one marathon group. During the groups the group

members' skin conductances were recorded and expressed as a percentage

of their previously estimated maximum and minimum skin conductance

ranges. The dependent measures, consisting of the Personal Orientation

Inventory, Rotter's Locus of Control, and Shapiro's Adjective Check

L-st, were administered at the same time before the groups were over.

Contrary to expectation, it was found that members of the

marathons had significantly lower overall skin conductances than

members of the twice-weekly groups. Breaking each group's total time

into eight three hour blocks, trend analyses of skin conductances

found that for the marathons arousal levels dropped during the middle

of the groups rather than increasing as had been predicted. Also,

during the last six hours, a critical time for transference of

learning to the outside world, the members of the twice-weekly groups

were significantly more aroused than members of the marathons.

However, linear and curvilinear regression analyses found no signifi

cant relationship between gain scores on the dependent measures and

the overall average arousal levels.
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There were no significant differences between the treatment groups

and the control group on the post-test or the followup. Gain score

analyses indicate treatment group members gained significantly more on

the Feeling Reactivity subscale between pre-test and post-test than

the control. Within group comparisons show significant pre/post

changes on 14 scales for the treatment group, and all 15 dependent

measures had significant changes between pre-test and followup. The

control group also had four significant pre/followup changes. It is

argued that factors independently influencing the control group were

primarily the causes of these changes, and therefore changes for the

treatment group members were caused primarily by the effects of

membership in encounter groups.

On the post-test the twice-weekly groups were significantly better

than the marathons on Existentiality, Nature of Man Constructive, and

Locus of Control. Within group changes show the twice-weekly groups

had 14 pre/post and 14 pre/followup significant positive changes. The

marathons had six pre/post significant within group changes and 11

pre/followup significant positive within group changes. Marathon

members had significantly less immediate significant changes than

members of the spaced groups. This suggest the possibility of a

"hibernation effect" for marathons members, and it is speculated that

transference of learning to the "back home" setting takes longer for

marathon members.
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APPENDIX A

MODIFICATION OF THE HARVARD GROUP SCALE

OF HYPNOTIC SUSCEPTIBILITY

Now I want you to seat yourself comfortably and rest your hands

in your lap. That's right. Rest your hands in your lap. Now look at

your hands and find a spot you choose; just select some spot to focus

on. I shall refer to the spot which you have chosen as the target.

That's right ..•hands relaxed ... 1ook directly at the target. I am about

to give you some instructions that will help you to relax and gradually

to relax completely. Just relax and make yourself comfortable. I want

you to look s~cadily at the target and while keeping your eyes upon it

to listen to what I say. Your ability to become completely relaxed

depends partly on your willingness to cooperate and partly on your

ability to concentrate upon the target and upon my words. Just let

happen whatever you feel is going to take place. Just let it happen.

If you pay close attention to what I tell you, and think of the things

I tell you to think about, you can easily become deeply relaxed.

Nothing will be done that will cause you any embarassment.

Just relax. Don't be tense. Keep your eyes on the target. Look

at it as steadily as you can. Should your eyes wander away from it,

that will be all right .. just bring your eyes back to it. After a while

you may find that the target gets blurry, or perhaps moves about, or

again, changes color. That is all right. Should you get sleepy, that

will be fine, too. Whatever happens, let it happen and keep staring at

the target for a while. There will come a time, however, when your
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eyes will be so tired, will feel so heavy, that you will be unable to

keep them open any longer and they will close, perhaps quite involun

tarily. When this happens, just let it take place.

As I continue to talk, you will find that you will become more

and more drowsy, but not all people respond at the same rate to what

I have to say. Some people's eyes will close before others. When the

time comes that your eyes have closed, just let them remain closed.

These suggestions will not bother you. These suggestions will simply

allow you to relax more and more.

You will find that you can relax completely but at the same time

sit comfortably with little effort. You will be able to shift your

position to make yourself comfortable as needed without it disturbing

you. Now just allow yourself to relax completely. Relax every muscle

of your body. Relax the muscles of your legs ...Relax the muscles of

your feet ... Relax the muscles of your arms ...Relax the muscles of your

hands of your fingers ... Relax the muscles of your neck, of your

chest Relax all the muscles of your body... Let yourself be limp,

limp, limp. Relax more and more, more and more. Relax completely.

Relax completely. Relax completely.

As you relax more and more, a feeling of heaviness perhaps comes

over your body. A feeling of heaviness is coming into your lets and

your arms ... into your feet and your hands .. into your whole body. Your

legs feel heavy and limp, heavy and limp. Your arms are heavy, heavy.

Your whole body feels heavy, heavier, and heavier. Like lead. Your

eyelids feel especially heavy. Heavy and tired. You are beginning to

feel drowsy, drowsy and sleepy. Your breathing is becoming slow and
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and regular, slow and regular. You are getting drowsy and sleepy,

more and more drowsy and sleepy while your eyelids become heavier and

heavier, more and more tired and heavy.

Your eyes are tired from staring. The heaviness in your eyelids

is increasing. Soon you will not be able to keep your eyes open. Soon

your eyes will close of themselves. Your eyelids will be too heavy to

keep open. Your eyes are tired from staring. Your eyes are becoming

wet from str~ining. You are becoming increasingly drowsy and sleepy.

The strain in your eyes is getting greater and greater, greater and

greater. It would be so nice to close your eyes, to relax completely,

and just listen sleepily to my voice talking to you. You would like to

close your eyes and relax cowpletely, relax completely. You will soon

reach your limit. The strain will be so great, your eyes will be so

tired, your lids will become so heavy, your eyes will close of them

selves, close of themselves.

Your eyelids are getting heavy, very heavy. You are relaxed, very

relaxed. There is a pleasant feeling of warmth and heaviness all

through your body. You are tired and drowsy. Tired and sleepy.

Sleepy. Sleepy. Sleepy. Listen only to my voice. Pay attention to

nothing else but my voice. Your eyes are getting blurred. You are

having difficulty seeing. Your eyes are strained. The strain is

getting greater and greater, greater and greater.

Your lids are heavy. Heavy as lead. Getting heavier and heavier,

heavier and heavier. They are pushing down, down, down. Your eyelids

seem weighted, weighted, weighted with lead, heavy as lead ... your eyes

are blinking, blinking, blinking ... closing ... closing ...
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Your eyes may have closed by now, and if they have not, they

would soon close of themselves. But there is no need to strain them

more. Even if your eyes have not closed fully as yet, you have con

centrated well upon the target, and have become relaxed and drowsy.

At this time you may just let your eyes close. That's it, eyes

completely closed. Close your eyes now.

You are now comfortably relaxed, but you are going to relax even

more, much more. Your eyes are now closed. You will keep your eyes

closed until I tell you otherwise, or I tell you to awaken ...You feel

drowsy and sleepy. Just keep listening to my voice. Pay close

attention to it. Keep your thoughts on what I am saying--just listen.

You are going to get much more drowsy and sleepy. Soon you will be

deep asleep but you will continue to hear me. You will not awaken

until I tell you to do so. I shall now begin to count. At each count

you will feel yourself going down, down, into a deep comfortable, a

deep restful sleep. One--you are going to go deeply asleep ... Two-

down, down into a deep, sound sleep ... Three--four--more and more, more

and more asleep ... Five--six--seven--you are sinking, sinking into a

deep, deep sleep. Nothing will disturb you. Pay attention only to my

voice and only to such things as I may call to your attention. I

would like you to keep on paying attention to my voice and the things

I tell you ... Eight--nine--ten--eleven--twelve--deeper and deeper,

always deeper aSleep--thirteen--fourteen--fifteen--although deep asleep

you can clearly hear me. You will always hear me no matter how deeply

asleep you may feel yourself to be ... Sixteen--seventeen--eighteen-

deep asleep, fast asleep. Nothing will disturb you. Nineteen, twenty.

Deep asleep! You will not awaken until I tell you to do so.
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Remain deeply relaxed and pay close attention to what I am going

to tell you next. In a moment I shall begin counting backwards from

twenty to one. You will gradually wake up, but for most of the count

you will still remain in the state you are now in. By the time I

reach "fiveil you will open your eyes, but you wi 11 not be fully

aroused. When I get to "one" you will be fully alert, in your normal

state of wakefulness. I shall now count backwards from twenty.

Ready, now, 20--19--18--17--16--15--14--13--12--11--10, ha1f-way-

9--8--7--6--5--4--3--2--1. Wake up! Wide awake! Any remaining

drowsiness which you may feel will quickly pass.
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APPENDIX B

ENCOUNTER GROUP EXPERIMENT

The encounter group provides a setting in which people can get to

know themselves better and better understand the effects they have on

other people. The typical group has approximately ten members and one

or two leaders (for these groups there will be two leaders per group).

Meetings are unstructured; there is no agenda that the leaders follow.

Typically the group focus will be on interpersonal interaction within

the group itself, and members will be encouraged to express their

feelings as honestly as they can. In particular, members will be

encouraged to provide honest feedback to one another. Cooperation

rather than competition is stressed, and members will be encouraged to

stimulate and support each other's learning.

For this project participation in an encounter group will involve

24 hours of being in a group and approximately two hours of testing.

Group members will be assigned either to a three hour group that meets

twice a week for four weeks, or to a 24 hour marathon. Everything,

except a final fOllow-up test, will be completed during First Summer

Session.

Goals of the groups will be: a focus on here-and-now interaction,

spontaneous expression and dealing with feelings, and acceptance of

responsibility for one's behavior. Group members will be asked to set

personal goals for themselves and to work on achieving these goals in

the group setting. Further, group members will be encouraged to be

sensitive to their needs and feelings, to accept feelings of anger and
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aggression, and to develop the capacity and skills for warm inter

personal relationships. Finally, there will be an emphasis on applying

learning in the encounter group to the back-home setting.

Three of the four group leaders (two for each group) are advanced

doctoral students in Educational Psychology with approximately four

years of extensive leader training. They will be supervised by

Dr. Jerrold Shapiro from Educational Psychology. The leaders will

work to create a warm, supportive atmosphere in which group members

will feel comfortable to talk about things that are important to them.

Group members and leaders will have their galvanic skin response,

a measure of excitement level, measured throughout the group. For

this purpose electrodes will be attached to two fingers of each

person.

Experimenters, group leaders, and group members will all be held

to absolute confidentiality. A group member may have his individual

test results interpreted to him at the end of the experiment so that

he can see how he personally has changed, but nobody but the experi

menters will know about anybody else's results. A copy of the over

all experiment results will be sent to each participant at the end of

the experiment.

Because it is important that data is collected from each group

member, a five dollar deposit will be collected from each person at

the pre-testing session. This deposit will be returned when the last

measure is filled out, two months after the groups are over.

If you are interested in participating, give your name and tele

phone number on the sign-up sheet, or contact Tom Loomis at 948-7928

or 941-2423.
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